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Abstract
In rural areas of least developed countries, the preparation of meals remains the predominant energy
consuming activity. Cooking is mostly performed with firewood – using the ancient “technology” of the
3-stone fire. This practice results in numerous challenges that hinder the transformation envisioned by
the Millennium Development Goals and it therefore contributes towards slowing the development of
rural areas. Activities focussing on amending this status-quo can be termed insufficient in scope- and
sustainability.
The main deficiencies of most projects are that the prime focus of the mainstream of these endeavours
has been on demand side management, mainly performed by disseminating cookstoves, and that there
has been little innovation in respect to raising stove adoption rates. As the strict efficiency focus
obviously only captures one side of the problem – merely focussing on treating symptoms rather than
providing an effective solution, this thesis stresses the need for a paradigm shift towards more holistic
interventions.
This work very much focuses on the topic of stove adoption. This is a complex topic - very much linked
to attaining behavioural change. Deliberations concluded that the identification of enabling factors for
adoption, which can be termed a prerequisite for developing sustainable methods for stove projects,
requires a mix of instruments. To suffice the required data demand the initial literature review was
complemented by a thorough assessment of the kitchen environment and the cooking behaviour of stove
owners. The fieldwork concentrated on 210 beneficiaries of an efficient cookstove project. The applied
methods included interviews, observations and pictorial documentation.
As a remedy to the challenges and current shortcomings identified during field work and literature review,
the author herein develops a novel and more holistic implementation strategy for stove projects – the socalled 3-Step approach. This is based on the simultaneous implementation of availing cookstoves,
building capacity in respect to kitchen management, as well as performing small-scale household level tree
planting.
The research, which further encompassed the piloting of the 3-Step approach, led to the overall
conclusion that the proposed increase in project scope holds a multitude of opportunities for improving
the livelihoods of the rural target groups. The main impact of this innovative strategy lies in a decrease of
average transaction costs as well as in a considerable increase in project sustainability. As will be
extensively elaborated, the former is achieved by a more effective utilisation of the extensive
infrastructure of trained artisans. The latter refers to the expected income increase on household level, as
well as to improvements in environmental- and human health. In combination these enable rural
communities to better adapt to climate change.
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Executive Summary
Most households in sub-Sahara Africa still depend on wood derived fuels for preparing their daily meals.
Although efficient stoves have been promoted for a period of 40 years, most still cook with the ancient 3stone fire ‘technology’. This has multiple negative effects on health, household income and on the
environment. Finding solutions to this problem promises significant improvements for rural livelihoods
and the environment.
When searching for remedies, an important task is to assess the available options for promoting
alternative modern cooking technologies and fuels. The evaluation on this topic performed within this
thesis concluded that most technologies and fuels have not succeeded as up-scalable solutions for poor
rural settings. Though, in specific locations exceptions certainly prove the rule. This emphasizes the
importance of maintaining the focus on promoting efficient, clean and sustainable solid biofuel use for
food preparation for the short- and medium term.
With the focus of this thesis being on improving rural livelihoods via efficient stove projects in rural
areas, a central aspect and a prerequisite for achieving impacts are the adoption of the technology, as well
as maintaining the stoves in good condition. Stove adoption depends on many factors, poses considerable
challenges and is highly connected to continuous capacity building and follow-up. Observations carried
out when visiting households owning Effective Improved Cookstoves in Arua indicated significant
variations in stove use- and maintenance patterns, as well as many cases of stove abandonment. As this
influences the overall impacts of the intervention, these initial findings prompted the need to identify the
underlying causes for these discrepancies.
When undertaking a literature review it became obvious that the identification of factors which positively
impact on stove adoption – and those which should possibly be avoided, has not seen adequate attention
up to date. In more, even though development cooperation projects recently require thorough impact
analysis, scientific research on the topic of stove adoption has resulted in few innovations. This absence
of conclusive results on how to improve adoption rates and the near non-availability of innovative
approaches for their realisation can be seen as a legitimation for undertaking this thesis project.
In line with the above, the objectives and hypotheses herein require a deeper analysis on factors relevant
for enhancing the adoption of efficient cookstoves. The primary data derives from assessing 210 rural
households, whose firewood availability- and consumption patterns make them distinguishable within
four specifically chosen target groups. All have in common that they previously benefitted from an
efficient cookstove project. The information collection strategy goes beyond structured questionnaires
and includes observations, photographic documentation, as well as extensive discussions with artisans
and local authorities.
In order to address the identified challenges among the assessed stove project in Arua – including those
of similar projects indicated in the literature, this thesis develops an innovative-, novel and more holistic
solution – the so-called 3-Step approach. The focus of the 3-Step approach is on improving stove
adoption rates and on enhancing the impacts on household level. The availability of a stove herein
constitutes Step 1 – plainly providing households with the opportunity of using a modern energy
appliance. The approach stipulates that stove availability must then be complemented by two other steps.
Step 2 encompasses improvements in kitchen management, i.e. introducing efficient/healthy cooking
practices and applying strategies to improve Indoor Air Pollution. This is complemented by Step 3 which
engages households in tree growing – with the main focus being on firewood self-sufficiency.
Combining these three steps, as will be elaborated within this work, creates a total that is greater and
more effective than the sum of its parts. This is attributable to the fact that the three sets of activities
were found to be complementary and mutually reinforcing. The underlying assumptions for the design of
this approach are that reaching firewood self-sufficiency can be achieved by most poor rural households
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and that a set of simple guidelines – going along with frequent follow-up, can significantly alleviate health
related concerns.
In addition to the data collection and observation activities, a practical exercise tests the viability of
linking the a-priori disseminated locally produced stoves with small-scale tree growing. This activity
involves 135 of the interviewed households in practical tree planting training, with subsequent planting of
2,700 seedlings, comprising of 8 tree species.
The literature reviews – as well as the field observations, additionally focus on identifying best practices in
respect to kitchen management. Although this information is being passed on to households, foremost in
respect to improving ventilation, cooking efficiency and firewood handling, verifying the actual
implementation of these measures is beyond the scope of the work. Such an evaluation requires extended
time on site and frequent re-visiting of individual households.
As will be extensively elaborated, the field work and the theoretical evaluation strongly suggest that the
herein developed 3-Step approach is highly suitable for improving the long term sustainability of stove
dissemination projects. The results of the research further indicate that a more holistic intervention, i.e.
simultaneously improving the supply- and demand side and putting greater focus on kitchen management
practices, holds the potential of improving the overall impacts of stove projects. This is expected to
positively influence the livelihoods of beneficiaries in a broader sense. Furthermore, this approach is likely
to result in significantly lower transaction costs compared to implementing the activities separately.
Another finding was that the 3 steps may not only be interdependent, but can be expected to even
reinforce each other.
The actual implementation of projects based on the 3-Step approach postulates careful project design
aligned to the specific challenges and requirements of the respective beneficiaries. This includes selecting
adequate stove designs- and technologies that correspond to the local cooking habits, as well as tree
species that match the specific soil composition-, the local climate- and the demands of the target groups.
In addition to this, strategies must be explored for ensuring the continuous availability and
professionalism of the artisan structure, as this can be seen as one of the most critical elements for
ensuring long term impacts of EIC dissemination exercises.
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1

Introduction

Cooking food represents the biggest portion of energy consumption in most sub-Saharan countries –
particularly in rural areas. Woodfuels1 are often used in 3-stone fires2, also referred to as traditional
cookstoves. In 2009, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the World Health
Organisation (WHO) estimated the amount of people lacking access to modern fuels for cooking and
heating at 3 billion (UNDP 2009), whereas the International Energy Agency (IEA) estimated this figure
to be 2.7 billion (IEA, 2009). According to the WHO, indoor air pollution (IAP) resulting from indoor
use of solid fuels for heating and cooking kills more than 1.6 million people each year – approximately
one person every 20 seconds, with around 2 billion people being at risk (WHO, 2003). Recent research
even ranks IAP among the three worst killers worldwide, after tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS (IEA, 2011).
This is worsened by the fact that women and girls are disproportionately affected (AGECC, 2010). It
diminishes their opportunities for income generation, education, as well as their empowerment and
health. It may significantly increase the likelihood of their remaining in poverty.
In order to enable improvements to this condition, a multitude of improved stoves have been developed,
which are delivered to households (HH) by various stove dissemination projects. A study in 2010
concluded that there were more than 160 stove projects running simultaneously worldwide (Gifford,
2010). The focus of most projects carried out between the 1970s up to the year 2000 was primarily on the
reduction of wood demand3. Since then, the focus has widened to encompass reduction of IAP, safety
improvements, as well as climate change mitigation. These are all potentially achievable by a wellexecuted diffusion of these efficient appliances4.
A very positive initiative aiming at promoting cooking stoves is the formation of a global network of
currently 530 partners, being one of the outcomes of the World Summit on Sustainable Development in
2002. This so-called Partnership for Clean Indoor Air is at the time of writing being integrated into the
Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves5. Next to improving information exchange and development
support the partners of this global effort have the mission of availing millions of stoves annually, with the
overall goal of achieving 100 million stoves by 2020.
For those households who benefit from owning an improved stove, the best practice would be to
completely abandon their traditional technology. If properly adopted and regularly maintained, these
stoves are expected to reduce IAP, emissions6 and wood use, implying a considerable benefit over the
status-quo. The actually achieved impacts depend on the long term stove adoption levels, as well as on
the adequate utilisation of the stoves. Variations are often attributable to specific characteristics of the
households or the stoves, may depend on the level of support given to the cooks during the technology
adoption phase, as well as on the long-term availability of the artisan structure.
When looking at stove performance in general, actual results in the field vary considerably from those
obtained in laboratory style experiments. Therefore, there is reason for criticising the often applied
practice of over-simplifying the impact of stove projects by merely multiplying experimental data by the
The term woodfuel used in this thesis includes both firewood and charcoal.
This technique means resting the cooking pots on three stones, or on a similarly shaped moulded stand.
A typical 3-stone fire arrangement is illustrated in Pictures A4-27 and A4-28 in Annex 4.
3 Initial focus on reducing firewood use was due to increasing pressures on forests initiated by the oil
shock of the early 1970s.
4 An overview on performance measures of various EIC projects is provided in Table 6 in Annex 1. The
focus of the project in focus of this thesis was on reducing IAP and firewood consumption.
5 Further information on this public private partnership can be accessed on the official homepage under
the following link: http://www.cleancookstoves.org
6 An overview on stove emission factors measured by various researchers is given in Table 7 in Annex 1.
1
2
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number of disseminated stoves. This study, which addressed stove work before 1994, further criticized
that ‘stove dissemination’ projects treat stove adoption as a given (Barnes, 1994). This flaw of perception
remains persistent even after many years of experience with improved cookstoves. In lack of a better
term, Step 1 in this study – i.e. the availing of stoves, will be termed ‘dissemination’, although for the
stoves considered here, ‘enabling sustainable decentralised construction’ would describe it more
adequately.
As research suggests, another major limitation to-date is that metrics are lacking to define parameters of
stove adoption – which should be seen as the basis for the optimisation of dissemination exercises. The
near complete absence to include sustained use in programme planning, monitoring and provision of
incentives might also be attributable to a lack of adequate assessment tools. Though this has changed to
some extent during the last years, and impact evaluations and other requirements have become more
stringent, a considerable gap still exists (Ruiz, 2011). With the intention to address the persisting gap this
thesis aspires to address various stove adoption parameters, resulting in an approach for improving
adoption rates as well as for increasing overall project impacts.
An integral task therefor is to initially evaluate factors that contribute to- or discourage stove adoption. In
line with this idea, it will be elaborated if stove dissemination can be made more effective if its scope was
extended. These thoughts result in the conceptualisation of the 3-Step approach, which is a novel strategy
developed within this thesis project. It advocates for enabling access to an improved stove, while
simultaneously concentrating on improved Kitchen Management (KM) and tree growing – all to be
undertaken within a single project. The core thematic and research focus of this thesis is to develop- as
well as to test the viability of this approach – including a prediction on the resulting impacts.
The chain of argumentation which justifies the promotion of this approach is the following:
It appears to be common sense that a large project like the aforementioned Alliance for Clean Cooking
Stoves - aiming at the dissemination of 100 million efficient stoves by 2020 (UN, 2011), or the already
implemented Chinese National Improved Stove Program, due to their mere size can achieve ‘Economies
of Scale’ effects7. If such projects were complemented by a broadening of project activities, as proposed
by the herein developed 3-Step approach, this may result in considerable ‘Economies of Scope’ effects. If
aligned to the implementation strategy of this thesis, the UNDP cookstove campaign can extend its
achievement towards planting 100ds of millions of trees8, most of which would benefit the very poor. A
further argumentation within this work is that diversifying stove dissemination activities towards
implementing the 3-Step approach may, apart from ‘Economies of Scope’, also improve the adoption rate
of efficient stoves, which by itself can be seen as an important justification.
To verify the underlying assumptions this research assesses to which extent the combined approach
impacts on the overall improvement in project performance and in which way this more holistic solution
influence the livelihood of the concerned households. In order to be applicable for diverse places with
different cooking habits and therefore varying stove types, this work aspires to support cookstove
adoption in more general terms. Its main focus though is on rural areas and on Effective Improved
Cookstoves (EIC)9. The herein provided recommendations aim at raising impacts and long-term
sustainability of future efficient stove projects, with focus being on improving livelihoods, ecosystem
services and climate change resilience.

The Chinese National Improved Stove Program (NISP) in the 1980s and 1990s was the largest stove
exercise in history, achieving the dissemination of in total 180 million stoves (Ruiz, 2010).
8 It needs to be stressed that due to lack of land availability and property rights stove dissemination with
this approach is less applicable in urban centers.
9 There are four categories of stoves: Traditional-, improved-, advanced biomass (ABC)- and effective
improved cookstoves (EIC). Here the focus is on EIC, being based on high levels of technical research and
assembled on-site according to certain standards by qualified installers. Their performance is close to the
more expensive ABC in respect to safety, efficiency, emissions, and durability (WB, 2011).
7
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1.1 Research Objectives
The main objective of this thesis is to evaluate the main factors affecting the adoption of EIC within four
specific target groups in Arua – a rural area in sub-Sahara Africa. This is achieved by questioning the
beneficiaries of a stove project, enabled by the support of the Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ – formerly German Technical Cooperation (GTZ) between 2009 and 2011. By
working closely with the stove dissemination structure it will be assessed how the impacts of a widened
EIC project scope affect the livelihoods of poor rural communities.

Specific Objectives
1. To assess EIC adoption rates- and criteria among four specifically chosen target groups.
2. To suggest an approach to improve adoption rates and overall impacts of EIC projects.
3. To theoretically evaluate and practically test the impacts of the 3-Step approach – with focus
given on its’ effects on rural livelihoods, the environment as well as on climate change mitigation
and adaptation.

1.2 Hypotheses
A literature review and field observations suggest that stove adoption rates are highly erratic. When
promoting efficient stoves, both firewood scarcity and the potential for displacing financial expenditure
for firewood purchases can be seen as common denominators for promoting stove adoption. In general,
households performing firewood based income generating activities and those with no access to trees are
the ones who purchase wood. As stove adoption under these circumstances brings measurable benefits,
Hypothesis 1 therefore states that households with these characteristics are stronger adopters than is the
case for the control group.
Theoretical deliberations indicate that stove dissemination often does not solve firewood scarcity but may
rather delay tree growing. Hypothesis 2 denotes that widening the project scope towards including both
kitchen- and firewood supply side management provides a solution to firewood scarcity and improves
stove adoption. It further denotes that this widened scope – herein called 3-Step approach, gives benefits
that are measurably larger than if the three steps were implemented independently.

Approach
This thesis focuses on stove adoption as one of its’ central topics. The demand for this research was
initiated by a stove monitoring exercise of the author, which indicated large variations in respect to stove
adoption as well as considerable differences in impacts - even among households that had adopted the
stoves. A thorough literature review on factors that promote adoption found that compared to the
extensive history of stove dissemination, merely a few projects extracted the underlying causes for these
variations, leaving a lot of room for improvement. Further, even less projects were found to have
developed a set of strategies to improve this situation. Almost all of the identified strategies concentrated
on amending the performed activities, but did not go as far as proposing or implementing a widened
project scope.
Additional evaluations indicated high firewood costs and high opportunity costs for firewood
collection as the most commonly mentioned factors in terms of promoting adoption. In respect to
verifying if these two factors identified in the literature are also relevant for the study area, further
deliberations resulted in identifying distinguishable differences among stove owners. This was to provide
more conclusive results compared to a more random assessment. In line with the intention of shedding
light on specific HH characteristics which may promote- or pose challenges to the stove adoption
process, three groups of HH were identified, which were complemented by one control group. The
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formulation of Hypothesis 1 initiated an analysis with the intention of verifying if these three groups of
HH measurably adopt stoves better than the latter.
Another valuable observation was that in many locations where stoves were are adopted, considerable
challenges in firewood supply persisted. These findings in the field are likely connected to the fact that
increments in demand efficiency might reduce the impression of immediate scarcity – tending to delay the
need to implement supply side interventions. In other words, fuel efficiency might improve wood
availability only in the short run, but does not displace the need for tree planting10. A similar connection
can be deducted from the literature, where research on tree growing concluded that scarcity and high fuel
prices are often the main drivers for growing trees (ESMAP, 2010). This provokes the conclusion that
owning an improved stove is a necessary- but not sufficient requirement for initiating change. It points
towards the need to link both demand- and supply side activities, as only concentrating on energy
efficiency does not solve supply deficiencies in the long run.
In order to fill these identified limitations, this thesis aims at conceptualising a novel stove dissemination
strategy. This strategy is herein termed the 3-Step approach. With the aim of firewood self-sufficiency, it
combines stove dissemination (Step 1) with improved kitchen management (Step 2) and concurrently
engages HH in small-scale tree growing (Step 3). As theory often deviates from implementation, the
thesis work complemented the theoretical analysis with practical activities. These were supported by the
local structure of artisans and engaged HH in Steps 2 and 3. Clearly, this goes beyond the approach of
ordinary stove dissemination and it differs from concepts developed in most previous studies. As it holds
prospects of resulting in multiple benefits it is also more holistic in terms of solving local challenges. An
evaluation of the overall impacts was prompted by Hypotheses 2, which states that the 3-Step approach
achieves more than the sum of its parts in relation to improving the situation for the rural beneficiaries.
The focus of this work is primarily on improving and extending project processes, as well as on
promoting capacity building. Therefore, neither precise levels of IAP will be tested, nor will it be
attempted to measure the quantity of fuel used- or saved. Aspects of stove technology and design will
only briefly be touched – primarily in terms of identifying the challenges of the EIC designs found on
ground. It is herein assumed that when promoting a specific EIC design, stoves are adapted to local
needs and cooking habits, as well as that attractive design and good craftsmanship are ensured. These are
pre-requirements for any stove project and should be seen as a given for assuring EIC adoption and for
enabling sustainable long term impacts.

1.3 Methodology
This section gives an outline on the thesis Methodology. This includes an overview on procedures,
research instuments and methods of data analysis. It further illustrates the workflow, which describes the
implementation of the work.
For supporting the evaluation and statistical validation of the two Hypotheses a workflow was developed
which pinpoints the most important activities to be performed. Its implementation requires a
combination of various tools. These encompass a comprehensive literature review, kitchen assessments supported by a structured questionnaire, as well as field observations. In order to test the viability of the
herein developed approach, these were complemented by practical tree growing activities. It was a special
focus of this thesis to involve the local structure of artisans in these activities. The individual tasks
performed, as well as the workflow are illustrated in the following figure:

Throughout the text "tree planting" will be used to indicate the actual activity of planting a seedling into
the soil, whereas "tree growing" is the intention of bringing these to maturity – including all required
activity to ensure that this actually happens (i.e. protection, weeding, watering...).
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Figure 1: General overview on the thesis workflow indicating most important activities.

For supporting a validation of Hypothesis 1, the research identified and focussed on the analysis of data
from questionnaires filled, of which a sample can be found in Annex 2. For achieving a statistically viable
sample size 210 smallholder farmers were analysed who were among the following four intentionally
selected target groups11. These are HH who 1. experience extreme firewood scarcity (60HH), or
2. engage in brick production (57HH), or
3. engage in tobacco curing12 (48HH) – both being activities mostly relying on purchased wood,
4. or engage in none of the above activities (45HH), but possess and/or have access to a sufficient
number of trees – serving as the control group.
In order to assess only stove owners who are also among the target groups, the procedure of purposive
non-random sampling was chosen. In the focus locations of the field activities the statistical relevance –
i.e. the relation between the number of households participating in the study – compared to the total
amount of stove owners within a given area, varied considerably13. The identification of HH was
performed with assistance of a stove coordinator and the local structure of artisans.
The geographical distribution is illustrated in the googlemaps screenshots in Annex 5, which shows the
precise locations of the participating households – also attainable under: http://g.co/maps/qcmgn.
12 The main processes of these two income generating activities are illustrated in Pictures A4-29 to A4-36
in Annex 4.
13 It reaches 30% of stove owning HH in the village Tuku in Biliafe sub-County, up to 40% in the village
Adravu in Vurra sub-County, whereas in some villages in Pajulu sub-County it was merely around 10%.
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For surveying the status-quo in respect to stove adoption among the different groups of beneficiaries, a
structured questionnaire was used. The questionnaire was carefully designed, with much attention being
given to formulating the questions. The simplicity of the language, the length of questions, avoiding
ambiguous-, as well as leading questions, were all considered. In order to honour the complexity of the
stove adoption theme, next to general HH information, the questionnaire comprised of a total of 51
mostly closed questions, being partly scaled and partly multiple choice. These were structured in the
following four sections:
1. Information on energy consumption and on cooking appliances
2. Information on cooking arrangement and practices as well as on fuel collection
3. Information on trees and on firewood handling
4. Information on environmental issues.
After the first version of the data collection tool was ready, several test runs were performed. This
improved the overall quality of the questionnaire14, which was complemented by a cross-check by a
statistician. Then a basic training of the five enumerators clarified their understanding of the questions,
ensured a homogenous approach on how to fill the answers and clarified general issues such as how to
approach the interviewees15. The questionnaires were administered in the local language Rugbara, initially
requiring around 50 minutes each, which due to learning effects later reduced to an average of around 35
minutes.
After completing all enumerations, a review process was carried out. This ensured the quality and
homogeneity of the data. The data was thereafter entered into the statistics software SPSS using a predesigned data entry format. The resulting data set comprised of 157 variables. This enabled the statistical
analysis, which was performed by applying regression-, as well as simple quantitative frequency analysis.
For verifying Hypothesis 2, next to participating in the interviews, a second step included the practical
planting of 2,700 tree seedlings – i.e. 20 each with 135 of the 210 participants. During short training
sessions advice was given on the various purposes trees can be planted for (e.g. for demarcating
boundaries, for windbreaks, alongside crops etc.) and HH were sensitised on how to prepare for tree
growing. This included the digging of holes, availing water and organising materials for seedling
protection. On planting days, seedlings were first collected from a nursery and thereafter handed over at
various drop-off points. This went along with giving practical demonstrations16.
Complementary to this, a third step included field observations relevant to the topic of kitchen
management. A literature review complemented in demarcating KM relevant topics and in the
identification of best practices. The obtained results were collected, analysed and thereafter availed to the
participants during the data collection phase. This required an iterative approach, meaning that the last
HH received the most elaborate information.
Additional information was collected by engaging local leaders and other resource persons in
unstructured interviews. Some information also came from daily de-briefing the enumerators – often
performed on the way back from the field. In order to support documentation, the Global Positioning
System (GPS) coordinates of all the kitchens were recorded17 and around 1,700 pictures were taken.

A copy of the questionnaire is available in Annex 2.
For an illustration of the enumerator training see Picture A4-1 in Annex 4.
16 The entire process from picking seedlings in the nursery – performed 7 times, to demonstrating tree
planting, seedling distribution and protection is illustrated in Pictures A4-5 to A4-10 in Annex 4.
17 These are illustrated in Annex 5 and can be further followed on googleearth via the following link:
http://g.co/maps/qcmgn.
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The field experiences as well as the information derived from the literature review were analysed and
thereafter converted into a set of ‘lessons learnt’ in respect to best practices for enhancing adoption rates.
Eventually it was assessed to what extent a combination of all these activities, including nurturing the
trees to maturity, could improve health, conservation of ecosystems and other aspects important to the
life of rural communities. After all the data was collected and analysed, the results were evaluated and
discussed. This led to a set of conclusions and recommendations. The final activity encompassed
compiling the most relevant information into this final thesis report.

1.4 Outline
Chapter 2 gives a general description on the field research and introduces the 3-Step approach. Initially an
overview is provided on the setting of the study area, being followed by a description of how firewood18
use affects the tree cover. In line with this, the implications of tree cover loss on rural well-being are
discussed. This is complemented by an analysis of which options are available for households to shift
away from solid fuel use. As this concludes that a substantive transition to alternative fuel-stove
combinations appears highly unlikely, a continuous promotion of improved cookstoves receives
justification. After reaching this conclusion, the individual steps of the 3-Step approach are introduced,
which goes along with a general overview on the stove adoption process. The remainder of Chapter 2
focuses on providing a theoretical analysis on the prospective impacts of attaining a sustainable level of
firewood provision. An analysis will extract the expected achievements on HH-level if the 3-Step
approach was implemented. Chapter 2 concludes by illustrating how the tree cover may revive on mesolevel if the approach was adequately up-scaled.
Chapter 3 captures and discusses the actual results and derived lessons learnt from the household
assessments as well as from the practical implementation in the field. This information is grouped
according to the three steps of the herein developed approach. Here, insights are provided into the
statistical evaluation of the structured interviews, complemented by an overview on the observations and
on the experiences from the pilot tree planting exercise. Chapter 3 concludes with a quantification of the
anticipated climate change mitigation impacts of the 3-Step approach.
The final Chapter 4 includes the validation of hypotheses and gives a summary of the most important
conclusions derived from the analysis and from the findings in the field. It provides recommendations for
future dissemination of efficient cookstoves, indicates prospective areas for further research and extracts
for the reader an executive summary of the six key statements that have been made within this research
thesis.

2 The 3-Step approach for rural Arua
The backgound and general introduction of this thesis provided in the previous chapter, will be expanded
into more detail in Chapter 2. This includes an outline of the study area within which the field research
has been performed and an introduction to the target groups. It also provides insights on how firewood
use impacts on local tree cover loss and how this reflects on human well-being. Thereafter, an assessment
will be made on the available alternatives to the current practice of cooking with solid fuels. This is
followed by a conceptual outline on the three components of the herein developed 3-Step approach, its
impacts on stove adoption and how this may improve rural development.

The term firewood in this thesis denotes woody biomass that is harvested and used directly, without
undergoing any prior conversion process apart from fuel preparation, which includes only harvesting,
cutting, splitting and drying.
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2.1 Introduction to the study area
2.1.1

General overview

Up to the year 1996, Arua covered the entire north-western part of Uganda, which is known as West
Nile. This region is - apart from a small section called Adjumani District, physically separated from the
rest of Uganda by the Albert Nile, the segment of the River Nile flowing out of Lake Albert up to the
point where it enters into South Sudan. From that point in time, this large administrative unit, which
covered around 10,720km2, was step-wise broken into smaller parts. After 7 Districts became
independent, Arua currently has an area of 4,274km2, with a population of around 752,000 (ADLG,
2011). The administrative authority of Arua District Local Government (ADLG) at the time of writing
comprises of 5 Counties, namely Arua Municipality, Madi-Okollo, Ayivu, Terego, and Vurra, which are
sub-divided into 25 smaller administrative units, so-called sub-Counties.
Arua Municipality, is the most important trading town in West Nile and the urban centre of Arua District.
It lies around 500km from the Ugandan capital city Kampala. Due to its strategic location along the
trading route to South Sudan and the eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), as well as the
availability of a local electricity grid, it is a fast growing service centre and business hub, being in the
process of achieving city status.
Arua District lies at an approximate altitude of between 600m and 1,600m above sea level. The landscape
of the District can generally be grouped into three topographical zones: the Madi Plateau 900m, the
Western highland 1,200 – 1,600m and the Rift Valley reaching to the embankments of the Albert Nile at
around 600m. It is within a modified equatorial zone with two annual wet seasons. The District has 20
gazetted forest reserves consisting of 9 Local Forest Reserves and 11 Central Forest Reserves totalling
14,395ha – i.e. covering 3.7% of land area (ADLG, 2008).
As Arua does not have pristine indigenous forests - apart from those declared as national or local forest
reserves, most firewood collection takes place in woodlands or bushlands. Encroachment into pristine
forest ecosystems is therefore mostly a localised phenomenon. Nevertheless, the overexploitation of
woodlands and bushlands often results in a far quicker degradation than would be the case in more treedense forest lands.
The economic basis of the urban centre is the provision of services, whereas the rural areas primarily
depend on agriculture. This is mainly done on a subsistence basis, although there are a few cash crops
such as tobacco, sesame, peanuts and cotton. This type of sustenance makes very much dependent on the
continuity of reliable seasons and the quality of soils. Often already small variations require
complementary income generation, most of which are at the expense of the environment. Though, it is
not only income generating activities, but also the need to provide woodfuels for the daily preparation of
meals that reduce the tree cover. Efforts of restoring the damages are generally often insufficient – in
some locations even lacking entirely. This goes along with a population that is growing at an impressive
pace, soils being degraded and with the local climate becoming less reliable. This makes the struggle for
everyday survival increasingly difficult, which severely hampers their prospective development options.
The focus of the field research is on four specifically chosen rural locations, all of which are proximate to
the Municipality. Two of the sub-Counties within which the research was performed are located in Ayivu
County – Pajulu (extreme firewood scarcity) (1) and Oluko – (commercial brick producers) (2), the
remainder are in Terego County – Biliafe sub-County (tobacco producers) (3) and in Vurra County –
equivalently being called Vurra sub-County (control group) (4). Whereas Pajulu and Vurra are directly
bordering the DRC, the others are located around 20 km from the border. In location (1) 60 HH, in (2)
57 HH in (3) 48 HH and in (4) 45 HH participated in the research – all being beneficiaries from an
already implemented improved cookstove project.
The access of EIC among the target group evolved in stages. The stove dissemination started in these
locations within a period of between one (1) and three (3) years ago. Location 2 (Oluko) was the first in
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which the project was introduced. For assessing the level of sustained use – essentially being equivalent
with the level of adoption, research indicates that a one year period appears to be sufficient for receiving
conclusive results (Ruiz, 2011; Pine 2011).
The following maps give a detailed overview on where to find Arua District as well as on the distribution
of the respective study areas/target groups19:
Albert Nile
Arua
Municipality
assessments
3
• Arua

2

1
4

5 10 km

Field study
locations

Figure 2: Map 1 – Location of Uganda in Africa; Map 2 – Location of West Nile and Arua in Uganda; Map 3 –
The study areas and their location within Arua District.

After providing the reader with this general introduction to the study area, the following overview will be
on the current situation in respect to firewood demand. Here, the various wood uses will be identified,
including a brief overview on how these have impacted on the tree cover during the previous decades.

2.1.2

Fuel use and tree cover loss

In Arua District around 99% of the population uses biomass related fuels for cooking. The very few
exceptions are all concentrated in urban centres. Biomass can therefore be considered a basic need for
everyday survival. It was estimated for entire Northern Uganda that 63% of the population live in poverty
(UNDP, 2005). Especially for those who are very poor biomass availability and accessing it easily is
critical. This fact is fortified as the transition towards cleaner fuels in such poor rural settings is likely to
remain a challenge for the coming decades20.
In addition to cooking, activities such as tobacco curing, the production and selling of bricks and
charcoal21, preparing local brews, baking as well as other, non-energy related demands – e.g. for
construction materials, have exacerbated the pressure on the standing stock of trees. In the study area it
was found that tobacco curing, brick production and other wood based process heat applications have a
higher impact on deforestation than firewood used for cooking. What needs to be noted is that the
former activities do not consume more wood than HH cooking, but merely that the latter in most cases
does not directly involve cutting trees. Such activities have even resulted in the cutting of protected trees,
as has been experienced by the excessive cutting of the protected Shea Nut stock22. Although financial
penalties were imposed, many of these trees could not be protected. Further, the intensity of these tree
depleting activities were found to be subject to considerable local variations.
The precise geographical locations of the participating households according to their GPS coordinates
have been marked in googleearth and are accessible in Annex 5 or via: http://g.co/maps/qcmgn.
20 An extensive discussion on the viability of alternative options will be performed in sub-Chapter 2.3.
21 Charcoal is made from wood through the process of pyrolysis – meaning slow heating without oxygen,
typically performed in simple earth moulds. It is the preferred fuel by urban households.
22 Information derived from observations, as well as from discussions with local forestry staff.
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For Arua it was found that a total clear cut mostly goes along with agricultural expansion, logging and the
process of creating forest plantations – particularly in Central Forest Reserves. Therefore, there is not so
much the threat of a total clear cut, but rather a gradual degradation of woodland and bushland that is of
major concern. As the wood supply is utilized for many purposes and derives from many land types23 an
evaluation of the exact amount of un-sustainable wood used for cooking must factor in many variables.
This requires a holistic modelling of wood consumption trends in Arua and accounting for the amount of
charcoal and other products that leave the District. As wood used for cooking is often availed as a byproduct of other tree depleting activities, even such modelling endeavours may not result in definite
values.
Observations and discussions with local leaders and staff on various levels of the local administration led
to the conclusion that previously un-touched community forests have been severely depleted – especially
during the previous two decades. This goes along with insufficient efforts being made towards supporting
their regeneration. A current assessment conducted in 8 sub-Counties concluded that 51% of
respondents claim deforestation as their most important environmental concern (ADLG, 2011), ranking
it second after water availability. In one of the four sub-Counties, the villagers participating in the field
research made it obvious that they have almost entirely no access to trees and that they need to employ a
variety of coping measures. As a result women and children have to walk longer distances for firewood
collection, the amount of cooked meals is being reduced and, due to the removal of agricultural residues
and roots, the environment is degraded even further.
In a scenario in which adequate supply- and demand side management do not co-exist, a rapid expansion
of the rural population24 obviously leads to a reduction of the available woody biomass. In order to get an
idea on the speed in which trees are disappearing, it is required to multiply the current population of Arua
with the average daily firewood consumption of 2.1kg per person (Yevich, 2003), or a yearly consumption
of 1m3 per person (FSSD, 2007). For Arua this results in an approximate annual consumption of 0.75
million m3, solely required for satisfying the firewood demand for cooking. Although the local tree
growth potential is very favourable this poses a big challenge. To provide for the ever increasing wood
demand continuous pro-active behaviour is a must. Though, as the region was subject to insecurity for
several decades, tree growing was subordinated for extended periods.
The combined effects of inadequate tree planting, an extension of wood based income generation
activities and high population growth have resulted in a severe depletion of the tree cover and a
degradation of the environment of Arua. Similarly, in the whole of Uganda around 80,000ha of forests
area are lost annually, resulting in a 27% decline of forest cover from 1990 to 2005 (OPM, 2011) – or a
near 2% annual reduction among all forest types (UG, 2011; IPCC, 2005). This is much connected to the
energy consumption pattern – including increased urbanisation, as according to the Ugandan Energy
Balance of 2008 total solid biomass use (i.e. woodfuels and residues) account for 91% of the national
energy use (MEMD, 2008). The massive rates of deforestation in Uganda implies that ecosystem services
associated with the forest are also lost (UNESCO, 2011) and indicates that a sustainability ‘tipping point’
for the entire country must have occurred in the 1990s25.
While the Ugandan population is expected to more than double from 2003 to 2025, the National Forest
Department of Uganda expects the per capita forest area to reduce from 0.3 to 0.1 ha during the same
period (FDU, 2002). Although this might seem to be a daunting scenario, a more than doubling of the
population would by itself result in a halving of the forest area per person. It reducing by 2/3 implies that
the deforestation during that period is expected to be around 1/6 of the forest area available in 2003. This
means that the accumulated decline between 1990 and 2025 is around 50%, resulting in a forest cover of

Information obtained from observations of the author and from discussions with forestry personnel.
This is partly attributable to current growth rate of 3.4%, which doubles the population every 16 years.
25 The implications of a supply and demand mismatch are illustrated in Figure 8 in sub-Chapter 2.4.3.
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less than 5%. This deviates considerably from a maintaining a balanced environment and results in many
negative consequences for the rural poor.
This rapid decline of forest cover very much reminds of the so-called woodfuel ‘gap’ theory, which has
been at the heart of the firewood crisis discourse from the 1980s. This discourse, as will be shown, has
been subject to a classic pattern of thesis and antithesis over the previous decades. It has seen
considerable criticism as its prediction of total firewood depletion did not materialize and as some critical
assumptions required revision.
This theory emerged in the early 1980s, when researchers and energy analysts evaluated the woodfuel
problem as a classic case of rising energy demand versus supply. It was assumed that the demand surplus
meant ever decreasing standing stocks of trees, up to the point where all standing stocks are depleted. An
assumption behind this theory was that woodfuel consumption is the major cause for deforestation
(Arnold, 2006).
This line of thought can be illustrated by the following calculation: A kitchen with a well adopted EIC is
able to save around 70kg of wood per month, as has been concluded by research in India. When
assuming an equivalent value of 120 metric tons of biomass per hectare (Gebreegziabher, 2007), then a
holistic adoption of EIC in Arua would save a minimum of 1,120 hectares per annum26 - or around 7%
of the total current forest area. In other words, if no trees were planted and energy efficiency would be
absent, then only woodfuel for cooking would deplete the total forest area of Arua in less than 10 years.
The obvious flaw in this theory was that the standing stock assumed for analysis only took trees inside
forests and plantations into account, but disregarded trees around homesteads, along road sides, within
villages and on agricultural land. The latter are the primary sources for firewood in rural areas.
Nevertheless, it was found during the herein performed field work that for several locations in Arua the
predictions of the woodfuel ‘gap’ theory appear to be applicable. The subject of analysis though should
not be restricted to cooking related firewood demand, but its’ focus must rather include the entire current
wood consumption.
The impacts of this vast demand and supply mismatch will be illustrated in Figure 8, being integrated in
the last part of this chapter. In this figure the trends of all aggregated wood use of a specific region will be
compared to the standing stock and the annual re-growth potential. Additionally it will be demonstrated
how a holistic implementation of the herein developed 3-Step approach, including limiting all other wood
consuming activities, may reverse the disastrous trend of tree depletion – eventually even reaching the
level of sustainability.
As tree growing is far more cost and time intensive than the incomes generated from most tree depleting
activities, it is advisable to develop strategies to limit these to a sustainable level. Though, these activities
are often essential for supporting daily survival. To achieve sustainable wood consumption, alternative
income diversification opportunities are essential. In addition to this, adequate tree planting needs to be
complemented with improvements in energy efficiency, or with introducing alternative fuels. Though, in
situations where the value of trees is not adequately appreciated27 and labour for firewood preparation is
not sufficiently factored in, the incentives to engage in tree growing remain low and to apply energy
efficiency is often perceived as being not worth the effort (ESMAP, 2010). An example for this can be
found in Rwanda where at the point when trees became very scarce also their value started to increase.
This made tree growing more competitive compared to agriculture, which in turn promoted the creation
of woodlots and a general increment in tree growing.
As research indicates, a viable means of achieving improvements in tree cover in the vicinity of houses is
an agro-forestry style tree growing approach - meaning a growing of trees for varying purposes integrated
(112,000 HH * 70kg * 12 months) / 700kg per metric ton / 120 tons per ha = 1,120ha.
A similar conclusion has been drawn for stove adoption, indicating if households do not fully appreciate
the many positive values of the stove they are not likely to use it enthusiastically.
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in different ways within agricultural activities (Idol, 2011; Albrecht, 2003). Next to its’ many indirect
impacts e.g. in relation to improved soil fertility and water retention, such a tree growing approach can
bring various direct financial and nutritional benefits, as well as a gradual restoration of the tree cover.
This certainly has to go along with creating market access to earn profits from the fruits (e.g. nuts, timber,
sap, fruits, herbs...) provided by these trees. Such an agro-forestry style tree planting could also be optimal
when implementing the 3-Step approach, which would have the additional benefit of requiring hardly any
additional land.
When evaluating the implementation of energy efficiency measures, the challenge arises that most wood
consuming activities are highly intermittent, are mostly not performed in the same locations and/or
require considerable investments. The only viable activities for improving energy efficiency are
commercial baking and HH- as well as institutional cooking. These have the attributes of being
performed in a continuous manner, they require moderate investments and they are always undertaken in
the same location. What also needs to be addressed are the discontinuous activity of tobacco curing and
the highly destructive charcoal production. The focus here is on HH cooking, as this certainly has the
highest prospective impacts in terms of overall savings. Further it ranks highest in terms of the amount of
people that benefit, as well as in relation to the realisable variety of additional impacts.
Having selected HH cooking as the focal area, the question arises if there are not viable alternative
options for displacing the need of firewood altogether, which could complement improvements in energy
efficiency. An evaluation of potential alternatives would indicate if providing efficient HH stoves is
justifiable and the best available activity. This would be equivalent to identifying the extent of ‘energy
poverty’ among the relevant HH, as this is defined as: “The absence of sufficient choice in accessing
adequate, affordable, reliable, high quality, safe and environmentally benign energy services to support
economic and human development” (Reddy, 2000). In this respect, latest estimates from the International
Energy Agency (IEA) indicate that the extent of energy poverty to-date remains staggering. Currently, 2.7
billion people (~ 40% of the global population) remain dependent on traditional biomass for cooking
(IEA, 2010), meaning that it remains a reality for a big part of humanity at the beginning of the 21st
century.
Although energy poverty is a general expression including all kinds of end-use energy28, the herein
performed discussion will primarily focus on the aspect of cooking. As energy poverty in relation to the
cooking process mainly depends on affordability and access, poorer HH – especially in rural areas, are
generally left with options that are less sufficient-, reliable-, safe and more polluting.
After this introduction on the rural target areas, including the overview on the current wood supply and
demand mismatch, the following section will elaborate on the connections between the firewood
consumption trends and their implications on ecosystems as well as on human wellbeing.

2.2 Ecosystems services and human well-being
In her most recent book the late Nobel Peace Prize laureate Wangari Maathai, who championed smallscale tree growing in Africa, provides many practical examples on how a reduction in tree cover affects
human wellbeing and therefore jeopardizes the prospects of reaching the Millennium Development Goal
(MDG) indicators. She vividly illustrates the importance of sustaining healthy ecosystems and
acknowledges these as the central enabling factor for development (Maathai, 2009). Taking the linkages
between biodiversity, ecosystem services and development goals into account might in many cases mean
the difference between a successful strategy and one that fails (Uekötter, 2011).
At the international level, the importance of maintaining biodiversity culminated in the Earth Summit in
Rio de Janeiro in 199229 – also termed the Convention on Biodiversity. The main results of this summit
28
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Further, 1.4 billion people (~20% of the global population) are without access to electricity.
This Summit initiated the international climate framework as well as the fight against desertification.
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were later integrated into a binding agreement according to international law – the so-called Nagoya
Protocol30. The goal of the Nagoya Protocol for the protection of biodiversity is equivalent to what the
Kyoto Protocol stipulates for the mitigation of Climate Change (Uekötter, 2011).
Several years later the United Nations initiated the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA), a fouryear study performed with the intention of generating a baseline on the condition and trends of the
world’s ecosystems - concluding with an extensive report in 2005. Herein, it was noted that the majority
of ecosystems worldwide are being degraded or used in an unsustainable way. The world’s poor were
again found to be most at risk from the continuing loss of biodiversity, as they are the ones most reliant
on the ecosystems that are being degraded (MEA, 2005).
Researching the roles and implications of ecosystem services, the MEA grouped these in four categories,
namely “Supporting, Provisioning, Regulating as well as Cultural”, being illustrated in the left box of
Figure 3. The figure further indicates the strength of the linkages between these ecosystem services and
various aspects of human well-being, as well as in which way these are interconnected. The right box
provides an overview on what constitutes human well-being.

Figure 3: Linkages between Ecosystem Services and Human Well-being (MEA, 2005).

Building on this work, the 2007 G8+5 Conference of Environmental Ministers started an international
initiative termed “The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity” (TEEB), aiming at achieving a better
ability of assessing, describing and valuing their service provision. TEEB focuses on drawing attention to
the global economic benefits of biodiversity and ecosystem services and highlights the growing cost of
biodiversity loss and ecosystem degradation (GIZ, 2011). As already hinted at in the above, the
experiences from around the world collected within the MEA support the conclusion that restoring
ecosystem services often proves to be far more expensive than efforts geared towards their conservation.
It was estimated that global ecosystem service investments of 40 billion United States Dollars (US$)/year
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This included decisions on the expansion of protected areas worldwide.
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would lead to expected savings of around 5 trillion US$/year, a factor of 125. Furthermore, their
rehabilitation in most cases remains highly incomplete (MEA, 2005).
Large ecosystems, such as pristine wetlands and forests are essential as habitats for a high level of
biodiversity and also for the provision of various ecosystem services, such as the role they play in global
water cycles and carbon storage. Next to these, even groups of trees around homesteads, planted e.g. for
agro-forestry purposes or as wind breaks, often provide a distinct set of benefits for human settlements,
which prove to be very valuable at micro-level. Examples of these are the acknowledged benefits of
hedges in terms of habitat provision and the direct benefits of trees in respect to the provision of all sorts
of products, as well as for water retention and for micro-climate regulation.
For poor rural communities environmental degradation reduces their resilience to climate change and
contributes to a gradual decline of economic and social wellbeing. The term ‘resilience’ to climate change
means achieving a certain degree of preparedness for the increased occurrence of minor shocks – often
being single events, as well as for extreme events – which may result in more long term effects. Examples
of these are the terrible mud-slide that occurred in the Mount Elgon Region of eastern Uganda in
February 2010 (News 1 and 2, 2010), the more frequent strong winds that blow away roofs, reduced
rainfall or shifting rain patterns31. More intense and uncertain weather patterns and extreme events such
as floods and droughts contribute to deforestation, desertification, land degradation, depletion of water
sources, infrastructural and social damage (Parry, 2007). The near-total deforestation of rural regions may
increase the impact of such events and may even enable them to some extent. It therefore increases the
vulnerability of the population and threatens their livelihood and self-reliance.
In this respect, observations and assessments note that soil erosion, as well as land- and wetland
degradation are all becoming more pronounced in Arua32 – and even in Uganda as a whole. Recent cost
estimates of natural resource degradation in Uganda concluded their combined annual costs may amount
to 17% of the Gross Domestic Product - of which 11% is linked to soil degradation (UNESCO, 2011).
Similarly, if the price of firewood per provided energy service would be comparative to the price of
bottled gas, then the current unsustainable portion of wood consumption in Arua would result in a
mining of the environmental resource base in excess of the budget of the local administration33.
In poor rural settings though, the daily fight for survival often means that the question of environmental
degradation is beyond rational decision making. Opportunity costs of ecosystem service provision are
generally not taken into account, with incomplete and non-optimal decisions being the result. This might
be attributable to the facts that many ecosystem service benefits are not well understood on a local level
and that estimating the expected financial losses – and other implications that result from their reduced
availability, often cannot be labelled with a ‘price tag’. Although research into valuing ecosystem services
has made considerable steps in the previous years, it is quite unlikely that conclusive results will have an
impact for Arua within the coming decades. These factors have a big impact on aggravating rural energy
poverty and may limit the available development options.
When now looking at cooking fuel options, reduced access to trees often means that the only remaining
alternative for the very poor is to use residues and roots, which results in dropping soil nutrient status and
soil fertility (Eriksson, 1990; Barnes et al., 1994). Again, this goes along with agricultural yield reduction34
and with the increasing need to apply expensive artificial fertilizers. Due to the lack of financial resources,
Figure 11 in Annex 1 illustrates the extreme variability of rain patterns observed in Arua within the
previous years, meaning that rains are more and more localised which seriously affects subsistence
farmers.
32 Of all HH in 8 sub-Counties 44% mentioned loss of soil fertility and 25% soil erosion as their most
pressing environmental concern (ADLG, 2011)
33 A costing of universally switching to LPG gas for cooking among all HH in rural Arua will be provided
on page 23. Note: currently the price of charcoal in the capital Kampala is already comparable.
34 Its overall effect may reduce for locations where the residues would otherwise be burnt in the field.
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this is certainly not an option for most in rural areas. This constitutes a threat to sustainability and
negatively affects food security and income earning opportunities. If adequate firewood supplies were
available and the right trees were grown alongside crops35, such risks and negative trends could gradually
be amended.
Although many of the ecosystem services and their effects on- and linkages to human well-being apply to
the subject of this thesis, the scope of this work unfortunately does not provide any further discussion.
For the same reason the destructive impacts which unsustainable cooking and other wood based activities
have on entire ecosystems, as is the case for several wetlands and community forests in Arua and beyond,
were herein only dealt with briefly.
In line with the recommendation of raising the adaptive capacity, it is important to focus on
improvements along the entire biomass value chain, meaning on both demand and supply side aspects,
which should ideally include all wood consuming activities. As will be elaborated, the 3-Step approach
intends to be an entry point for implementing such a holistic endeavour – as it simultaneously promotes
HH level tree growing, the access to an efficient stove and improving capacity in energy efficient
behaviour. As this approach promotes tree growth close to the location of consumption, it will be argued
that the combination of these activities will lead to positive impacts on a variety of livelihood
transformations in rural areas.
As promoting the 3-Step approach means that HH will remain reliant on solid fuels and the MDG aim at
demoting such fuels, legitimising this strategy requires an evaluation of potential alternative fuel-stove
combinations that could be promoted. Such an evaluation will be performed in the following.

2.3 Options for ‘fuel-switch’ and their viability
In order to conclude on the relevance of the proposed approach, the implications and limitations of rural
HH in terms of climbing the cooking related ‘energy ladder’ need to be assessed. In this respect it is
required to evaluate the viability of up-scaling other alternatives that substitute wood use for HH
cooking, herein being called ‘fuel-switch’ options. In line with this, this third section of Chapter 2 will
discuss the likelihood of achieving a fuel-switch among the target communities, specifically deliberating
on achieving a transition towards cleaner and more modern fuels.
When making decisions on switching cooking fuels, the main criteria are the convenience of obtaining,
storing and using fuels, their cleanliness, the ability of controlling the power output, as well as
comparative fuel costs. In respect to switching to modern fuels, as will be discussed below, the speed and
extent depends on factors such as equipment cost, physical access to- and network reliability of modern
fuels and the disposable income. Relative fuel prices though are found to be of less importance (Masera,
2000). Most of these factors need to be taken into account when the options and viability of fuel-switch
towards modern fuels are assessed. Before performing an analysis on the viability of introducing
alternatives to firewood, a short discussion is required on how HH perform fuel-switch in praxis.
In essence ‘fuel-switch’ options outline the aspect of having a choice of climbing the so-called ‘energy
ladder’, which also categorizes the extent of energy poverty HH are subjected to. A scientific study
concluded that in its initial conceptualisation, research assumed that the energy ladder meant that the
more affluent a particular HH gets, a simple progression occurs from traditional towards more modern-,
less polluting fuels (Masera, 2000), which also goes along with an increase in energy use. Most energy
consumption therefore tends towards using electricity, which represents the top of the energy pyramid.
Cooks were thought to perform a complete substitution of fuels once a certain economic standard has
been attained.

Examples for a good choice are Leuceana for nitrogen fixation and Acacia Albida for providing shade in
the dry season and shedding leaves to improve soil nutrients in the wet season.
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Though, supported by findings from extensive field research, the initial simple ‘energy ladder’ concept in
respect to HH cooking was challenged during the early 2000s. It became evident that the fuel and
equipment switch is generally found to be non-linear, meaning that a complete and final switch towards a
modern fuel is hardly found. It was concluded that, as fuels are imperfect substitutes, the most suitable
fuel is found to be used for a specific task. This concept of a slow and often partial integration of more
modern fuels for food preparation came to be known as the ‘energy stack’ approach (Masera, 2000).
Those with no option but to use primitive fuels – which represent the bottom of the energy ladder, or
who mainly cook with primitive fuels – according to the so-called energy stack approach, are subject to
serious consequences, which often limit their development prospects. The following deliberation will
focus on assessing the potential choices for the target HH in Arua in terms of climbing the energy ladder
or of gradually replacing solid fuels with more modern alternatives.
Researching into the problematic of identifying viable alternatives for fully or partly replacing firewood,
provides the result that there are only a few potential fuel/stove combinations available. The following
analysis will start initially look at electricity, which is the cleanest and most desired energy form. It
therefore represents the top of the energy pyramid.
Initially, as this thesis aspires to develop an up-scalable approach for rural areas, it needs to be mentioned
that according to recent estimates by the IEA – in 2030, which has been announced to be the year of
universal energy access, around 1.2 bio people will remain without access to electricity, of which 87% are
expected to be located in rural areas (IEA, 2010). When assessing the viability of electricity for cooking in
rural Arua, we have to have in mind that the Ugandan rural electrification rates are currently below 10%
(NDP, 2010).
Cooking with electricity is only a viable option in locations which are proximate to the electricity grid,
whereas the assessed HH are off-grid and cannot expect to be connected within the near future. Even in
grid-connected locations and for those who could afford the equipment costs, the connection fees as well
as the high power tariff, a holistic promotion of electric cooking would not be advisable as this would
seriously affect the stability of the local grid and therefore the amount of power available for economic
development. Currently, even with hardly anyone cooking with electricity there is insufficient installed
electricity production capacity on the local West Nile small island grid. The grid would therefore be
hopelessly overpowered even if only a fraction of the already connected HH shifts to cooking with
electricity.
Further, if power availability would be sufficient and reliable, it will be those in urban areas that could
afford to perform a partial fuel-switch towards using electricity. In South Africa, which does not have
comparable limitations in terms of electricity supply, it was found that grid connected poor consumers
continue relying on, or revert to firewood for high energy consuming activities such as cooking (GTZ,
2008). This indicates that even if grid-connected most would still refrain from using electric power for
cooking, but they would rather opt to use it for other energy services such as lighting and entertainment.
It can therefore be concluded that the top of the energy pyramid - meaning the use of electricity, is far
from being an up-scalable alternative for cooking purposes in rural Arua.
With this conclusion that high costs, as well as lacking access to- and the existing capacity gaps of the
grid, rule out electricity as a viable substitute to burning biomass for cooking, hereafter the viability of
other options will be explored.
Another alternative would be the promotion of solar cookers. The average daily sunshine hours in Arua
appear to be very favourable in this respect. Also, the possibility of very low cost – even self-made
cookers indicates that solar cooking should be an acceptable solution, and that there are few arguments
for rejecting the adoption of this technology by rural HH. Though, experiences from many projects
promoting this technology in Africa and beyond indicate that the adoption of solar cookers deviates
considerably from what could be expected. It was found taken up best in controlled environments such
as refugee camps and where there are no other alternatives – such as in Tibet (GTZ, 2007).
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The major hindering factors of this technology appear to be the required shift from traditional cooking
practices, the inflexibility in terms of cooking during morning and evening hours, as well as during bad
weather. Furthermore, affordable cookers cannot compete with traditional stoves (GTZ, 2007). During
the field work one solar cooker was identified at an institution in Vurra sub-County. It was reported that
although this cooker was in use nearly on a daily basis, the only activity it was found to perform well is
the boiling of water. Although it saves some firewood, its impact was therefore found to be minimal36.
Next to these, there are several options available for a potential promotion of modern, non-solid cooking
fuels. These include non-renewable fuels i.e. kerosene or Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG), and renewable
fuels such as biogas, ethanol and plant oils. For assessing the viability of these options, various factors
need to be taken into consideration.
The following analysis initially looks at non-renewable fuels. In this respect a recent study of alternative
short-term cooking fuel options in the earth quake devastated Haiti concluded that LPG is the best
option (USAID, 2011). The following major differences to the rural study area of this thesis indicate that
this result cannot be easily transferred:
-

The study was searching for alternatives to charcoal in urban areas.

-

Charcoal - the main cooking fuel had become extremely expensive, as firewood was competing
for trees used as construction material.
The capital of Haiti is easily accessible compared to rural Arua.

-

As a matter of disaster response there was the need to find a quick fix solution for ensuring the
rebuilding of the devastations with the primary focus certainly not being on affordability.

When having a long term perspective – rather than reacting to an emergency situation, then nonrenewable fuels might not be a viable option, especially when searching for up-scalable solutions for the
rural target HH – rather than for those in urban areas. This conclusion is supported by the following:
First, there is the initial investment cost connected to purchasing cooking equipment, as well as gas
bottles in case of LPG. The purchasing price of equipment is certainly a big- but manageable hurdle for
HH to switch to LPG gas as cooking fuel. In cases where no targeted assistance is given to HH, these upfront expenses might for many constitute a considerable adoption hurdle.
Second, non-renewable fuels are subject to a world-wide up-ward price trend and their promotion drains
the already meagre local financial capacity. As an example, according to the International Union for
Nature Conservation (IUCN) the replacement of charcoal with kerosene - for urban HH only, would
increase the Ugandan import bill by around 180 million US$ (IUCN, 2001)37. An example of a successful
scheme for subsidizing LPG was in the Dominican Republic, which although vastly improving tree cover,
seriously strained the national budget38. According to the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) an LPG programme in Senegal focussed on wealthy urban areas, which among others also led to
considerable improvements in terms of firewood availability in rural areas (UNEP, 2003). Potential
achievements though were often found to be easily reversible. In many countries, rising fossil fuel prices
forced even wealthier segments of society to revert back to wood-based fuels, e.g. in Madagascar, where
the upper middle class switched back to charcoal, as they could no longer afford LPG (ESMAP, 2010).
Even in developed countries wood-burning stoves were adopted by middle- and upper-income families
during the entire 20th century when access to petroleum-based fuels was a problem (Barnes, 1994).

For a Picture of this solar cooker see Picture A4-2 in Annex 4.
This must have certainly at least doubled since then. It compares to the current construction costs of
the 250 Megawatt hydropower plant Bujagali - 860 million US$, being surely more development oriented.
38 Information obtained from personal discussions with a former Government official of the Dominican
Republic.
36
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Third, there is the challenge of location. Arua is situated approximately 1,700km from the closest port in
Mombasa, Kenya. Initiating a reliable and sufficient supply of LPG bottles or kerosene for cooking to
rural locations in Arua poses such logistical difficulties that it is deemed very unrealistic. Although some
companies have started bottling LPG in Uganda’s Capital Kampala, stepping up the production to satisfy
Arua’s approximate demand of 56,000 bottles per month is quite unlikely39, requiring 100ds of truck loads.
In respect to financing, only the filling of these LPG bottles, would mean an expenditure equivalent to
more than twice the total annual budget available to the Arua District Local Government40, which
includes upholding all sectors such as health, education, water and the maintenance of roads.
This clearly illustrates that these fuels do not qualify for substituting the use of firewood on a large scale.
Even if the availability of LPG increases massively, as could be the case when oil extraction starts in
Uganda, a transition would rather take place in urban areas, as people there are used- and more able to
pay for cooking fuels. In comparison to LPG, kerosene – which has served as a multiple-use fuel since
the 1850s, is now less and less favoured. What makes the adoption of kerosene quite difficult is that it has
an influence on the taste of the food and many children have been poisoned by indigestion USAID,
2011). Although for kerosene simple cooking devices exist, the high fuel costs, aspects of availability and
constantly rising prices pose great obstacles for its holistic up-take.
When looking at renewable liquid- and gaseous fuels, which include ethanol, plant oils and biogas, these
on the other hand can be produced locally from organic materials via processes of varying complexity.
If imported, ethanol needs a new infrastructure in terms of storage tanks, which poses even more
challenges than LPG or kerosene. If produced locally, even though ethanol and plant oils will most likely
enable a diversification of incomes in rural areas, ethanol, as in most countries which produce it in larger
quantities, is likely to serve as additive for transportation fuels. A potential use of these fuels for cooking
further stands in competition with HH using it for improving the quality of lighting (SEI, 2008).
The adoption of biogas is in many ways comparable to the adoption of solar cookers. The corresponding
success story for solar cookers in Tibet is Nepal in respect to biogas digesters. Although the technology is
simple and can be managed quite easily and cost-effective designs of digesters are available, there are
hindering factors which have up-to-date prevented a progressive adoption of this technology. These
include the necessity of practicing zero-grazing, the obvious deviation from traditional cooking practices41
and the lack of large-scale projects that would justify the set-up of an adequate support infrastructure.
The remaining options are confined to a localised supply of biomass related fuels. These include the use
of agro- and other forms of biomass wastes, wood in its original form, as well as processed wood – e.g.
charcoal. Although many of these options are technically proven and viable alternatives, the pyrolysis
process which results in charcoal, compression of wood waste to pellets and briquettes, as well as
increasingly also small-sized gasifier stoves are the only ones being successfully mainstreamed in many
developing countries. Many of these require special stoves and often even a central manufacturing and
distribution of the fuel. Currently, from all the identified options, the most viable alternative to efficient
stoves might the dissemination of small-sized gasifier stoves.
As the above elaborations indicate, the rural target groups in focus of this thesis have hardly any chance
of either permanently replacing or even partly displacing woodfuels for cooking in the medium term. As
for most poor rural areas more modern fuels are currently not an alternative, this reflects negatively on
According to the most recent Population census, around 112,000 HH inhabit the current boundaries of
Arua District. Here, it is assumed that on average a 14 litre LPG bottle lasts for 2 months, being a
conservative estimate when reflecting on the high per capita firewood consumption.
40 Local off-the-shelf prices for a single filling of a 14 litre LPG bottle stands at 110,000 UGx. Filling 56,000
bottles (1 per HH every 2 months) gives a conservative estimate of filling 672,000 bottles, resulting in 74
billion UGx per annum. The annual budget of Arua District for 2011/12 amounts to 32 billion UGx.
41 For biogas it is for example in many locations culturally very hard to promote gas produced from dung
and faeces if is to be used for preparing food.
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human well-being and the environment. Lack of income and lack of modern energy carriers are found to
reinforce each other, pointing towards the existence of a vicious circle highly interlinked to the burdens
of poverty (Barnett, 2000). What needs to be noted is that these elaborations certainly do not mean that
more affluent HH will not complement modern fuels for specific activities, e.g. using LPG for re-heating
food, and that in some locations HH will not successfully use briquettes or biogas digesters.
Although the apparent lack of viable alternatives appears disastrous, there are reasons to believe that
under certain conditions cooking with EIC can be safe, reliable, cheap and quite reasonable in terms of
IAP as well as time. It may even be better than most options when looking at its effects on the
environment and on emission. Such a medium-term best-case scenario can be achieved if quality EIC are
available, adequate KM is employed and if the project enables firewood self-sufficiency. As argued,
reaching firewood self-sufficiency via small-scale tree planting and adequately guided adoption of efficient
stoves might likely be the right strategy for achieving this best attainable option. Enabling beneficiaries to
attain this solution is essentially the core intention of the herein developed 3-Step approach.
The first part of this chapter provided a general introduction on the study area – including an overview
on current trends and implications of wood use on land degradation. It was illustrated that the current
situation enormously affects the well-being and development options of the target HH and that
improvements to the HH cooking process is the most effective single option for enabling changes to the
status-quo. The second part deliberated on potential remedies for reducing wood demand by way of
performing a fuel-switch towards more modern cooking options. This concluded that for the coming
decades a considerable shift away from using firewood appears to be quite unlikely. The following section
introduces the herein developed 3-Step approach – aiming at providing beneficiaries with the best
attainable result while continuing to use firewood. This goes along with a theoretical impact analysis with
the focus on assessing its overall benefits compared to the more ‘ordinary’ stove dissemination.

2.4 Conceptual development of the 3-Step approach and its
impacts
When performing a literature review aimed at identifying challenges of stove projects, the conclusion was
drawn that solutions dedicated at solving these generally revolve around adjusting the various phases of
the technology dissemination process. This includes making amendments in terms of capacity building of
artisans, improving the EIC technology or involves refining the delivery process. Trying to identify why
such projects generally focus singularly on demand side management pointed towards the fact that most
stove projects are donor funded, which results in them focusing either on stove dissemination or on tree
planting. Interestingly it appears to be hard for these to be merged, as the former is generally connected
to the energy sector, whereas the latter is considered under environment, forestry, resource management
or even under agriculture – the latter being the case when focussing on agro-forestry.
Therefore, during the research no projects could be identified which focused on seriously testing and upscaling the impacts of a potential widening of the project scope, which would have enabled a more
holistic treatment of the many cooking related challenges. The only exceptions were found in
confined/controlled settings such as in Internally Displaced Persons (IDP)- or refugee camps where
combined demand- and supply side interventions have been implemented alongside each other in the
recent past. In such settings various sectors naturally blend together, as the aim of most such projects is
to engage in general livelihood improvements. As will be elaborated in the following, it is exactly such an
increase in project scope which is the core intention of the 3-Step approach and the main contribution of
this thesis.

2.4.1

The 3-Step approach

The 3-Step approach, as already included in the name, encompasses three measures or steps. The
availability of a stove constitutes Step 1 – plainly providing HH with the opportunity of using a modern
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energy appliance, by merely enabling stove ownership. Though, in order to reap full benefits of the stove
– including the aspects of improved adoption, usability and long terms sustainability, Step 1 should ideally
be complemented with two others. Step 2 focuses on improving kitchen management, i.e. introducing
efficient/healthy cooking practices, ensuring adequate stove maintenance as well as implementing
activities or promoting practices for reducing the exposure to Indoor Air Pollution. Step 3 on the other
hand means increasing the project scope towards small-scale HH level tree growing. Adding this third
project component will enable HH, among others, to achieve firewood self-sufficiency.
Many stove owning HH in the project area noted that firewood availability poses increasing challenges –
even while most of them operate their stoves, which was complemented by the information that in IDP
settlements in Arua, although efficient stoves were promoted, severe firewood depletion has been
observed42. In addition to this, there are indications that firewood scarcity is an important factor for
promoting tree planting in rural areas (ESMAP, 2010). These findings support the argument that pure
demand side management projects might often only delay the depletion of resources, rather than
constituting a sufficient strategy for solving these. Therefore, combining Step 1 with a supply side
intervention is likely to be considerably superior. This may result in an effective protection of the
remaining indigenous biodiversity, in a conservation of ecosystem services, as well as in multiple other
benefits.
Although all the three Steps in principle can be implemented independently, they are also to a certain
degree interdependent. Wood availability, for example, may often be a necessary requirement for the
proper operation of an EIC, indicating that supply side management may be even a pre-requirement for
HH to use the stove. Further, for reaping some of the benefits of improved KM, it is important for HH
to own a stove. However, the core contribution from implementing the 3-Step approach is that the three
activities are not only interdependent, but have the tendency to reinforce each other. This may result in
overall benefits that are greater than the sum of its parts. A very important contribution in this respect is
the potential of this approach to ensure the availability of the artisans over longer periods of time. If this
can be achieved by implementing the 3-Step approach then an adequate capacity building on KM can be
ensured, a subsequent replacement of stoves can be enabled and HH can reap the full benefits of planting
trees, all being activities that ideally require frequent follow-up visits by artisans.
The herein developed approach – being a combined firewood supply and demand side intervention, has
the potential of achieving considerable improvements in all of the MDG43. This may indicate that its
implementation can be an important stepping stone for MDG realisation. It may therefore contribute to a
sustainable transition of rural livelihoods.

Step 1: Achieving the availability of an EIC on HH-level
Step 1 encompasses all the activities required for introducing an EIC into a HH kitchen. Initially, when
deciding on promoting a specific EIC design, stoves need to be adapted to local needs and cooking
habits. It is also important that the stoves have attractive design, they are practical to use and
ergonomically built. For EIC, as they are built on-site with local materials, it is critical that the materials
necessary for manufacturing are available within the project locations. Further, an extensive infrastructure
of well-trained artisans needs to be established, good craftsmanship must be ensured and a critical mass
of stoves needs to be built.
In the case of the assessed project, two artisans in each village were trained on how to prepare local
materials, as well as to construct and maintain stoves. Here, HH were able to choose between three EIC
types, being improved versions of existing designs - adapted to the local setting. The stoves can be
enabled to be used with charcoal. This results in HH attaining the highest level of the energy stack model
42
43

Information obtained from personal discussions with staff of the Arua District forest office.
The contribution of the 3-Step approach in terms of the MDG is summed up in Table 1 in Chapter 3.
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achievable with wood based fuels (Practical Action, 2010), which enables them to climb a new step on the
energy ladder (Barnes et al., 1994). Performing Step 1 is equivalent to the ‘initial acceptance’ phase,
outlined in a recent paper on stove adoption (Ruiz, 2011), being dealt with in more detail below.
As will be elaborated within this thesis, establishing an adequately motivated, trained and supervised
network of artisans in rural areas and ensuring that these continuously build EIC according to high
standards requires considerable efforts. As HH within the assessed project were required to pay for the
stoves themselves, this network actually consumes nearly the entire transaction costs of the project –
apart from Monitoring and Evaluation. Though, these artisans should not only be there for EIC
construction and firing, but also for their repair if considerable problems occur (e.g. in case the chimney
collapses). Further, due to the fact that EIC efficiency is often found to reduce over time (Boiling Point,
2005) these artisans are required for the replacement/re-building of the stoves every few years. If they
cannot be retained for serving the beneficiaries after the assigned task of achieving a specific stove
coverage rate, less and less stoves will remain operational over time – going along with a gradual
reduction of their efficiency.
When looking at the EIC dissemination procedure, the most effective programmes allow for interaction
and feedback between stove designers, producers, and users (Barnes et al., 1994) and utilize information
on the encountered problems with stoves in the field for making design modifications (Pushpa, 1999). It
is highly likely that such iterative stove dissemination processes – allowing for correction and
improvement of stove designs and dissemination methods lead to improved adoption rates. Whenever
EIC dissemination is integrated within the 3-Step approach, interactions on HH level will improve and
the long-time availability of the artisans might be ensured.
Equivalent to the line of argument of this thesis, providing initial access to the improved stoves is a
necessary but not sufficient condition to achieve the goals of EIC programmes (Ruiz, 2011). The actual
possession of a stove should therefore be considered as an enabling factor or an entry point for
improving the status-quo of rural HH. Of high relevance therefore is to motivate HH to continuously use
the stove and to skilfully apply a set of techniques, which are herein termed kitchen management (KM).
The added benefits of improving capacity and ensuring the application of KM – responsibilities that again
could be assigned to the artisans, are subjects of Step 2.

Step-2: Ensuring improved kitchen management
Step 2 involves building capacity to reap the full potential of the improved appliance, encompassing a
wide set of activities, which are herein considered as Kitchen Management (KM). Although Step 2
includes several activities that a HH can perform and benefit from even when cooking on a 3-stone fire,
others are applicable only for HH owning an improved stove. The former include the application of
general energy efficiency measures – such as fuel preparation, whereas the latter relate to the appropriate
operation and maintenance of the stove.
The importance of cooking skills for reaping the benefits of stoves has been illustrated in stove tests,
which showed that the skilled operation of a 3-stone fire can result in comparable results to some
improved stoves (MacCarty, 2010). Next to this, HH that are merely availed with a stove without getting
adequate assistance in terms of how to cook with it – being left to apply a trial and error approach, are
often found to be discouraged already in the initial acceptance phase (Ruiz, 2011). Further, applying
constant maintenance – such as repairing the stove in case of cracks, highly impacts on the efficiency of
the stove and also determines its functionality, longevity and therefore the long term impact on fuel use
and IAP. This implies that the trend curves illustrating the actual reduction in fuel consumption as well as
a HH’s achievements in terms of reducing IAP highly depend on the application of KM-related soft
skills, as well as on making some physical changes to the kitchen – especially in respect to improving
kitchen ventilation.
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The following Figure 4 illustrates all the relevant activities which within this research have been identified
as encompassing adequate kitchen management:

- Keep kitchen and ceiling clean

Figure 4: Factors herein being considered as relevant for kitchen management (prepared by the author).

Among the soft factors are adequate handling of fuels - including harvesting and drying/sizing of fuels, a
good preparation of food stuffs and amendments in kitchen scheduling aiming at reducing pollutant
concentrations and exposure times. If these practices are implemented concurrently, this may result in a
reduction in CO44, CO2, PM and black carbon emissions45 as well as fuel consumption. This leads to in a
variety of improvements to the status-quo primarily in relation to safety, health and life expectancy which
may considerably impact on human productivity.
Receiving trainings and practical demonstration on how to adequately apply KM, as well as ensuring that
this is actually implemented, requires a close contact with the trainers- or artisans. In order to enable
cooking with firewood, it is required for HH to actually have access to trees. Enabling improvements of
the supply side of woodfuels is the goal of Step 3.

Step 3: Tree growing for firewood self-sufficiency and income diversification.
Step 3 looks at growing a small number of trees within and around rural homesteads. As has been
expressed in the literature, in selected situations there appears to be the scope for interventions that could
increase the spectrum of low cost, multi-purpose woody species and husbandry options available to
farmers, to enable them to increase supplies of firewood as a co- or by-product of managing trees and
shrubs on-farm for other benefits (Arnold, 2006). What can be seen as critical for maximizing the
benefits of this activity are the right site-species matching (e.g. local climate, termite resistance...),
choosing species for specific benefits (e.g. fruits, nuts, fibre...) and for the intended purpose (e.g. agroforestry, soil/riverbank/wind protection...). In order to receive benefits from planting the seedlings, this
must be done in the right way, at the right time, the trees must be enabled to mature and naturally this
also requires the provision of quality seed stocks.
The right trees alongside crops in form of agro-forestry can regenerate soils and may result in higher crop
yields over a longer time interval, which could reduce the need for new land conversion. When the focus
CO emissions from biomass burning in developing countries amount to around 50% of global CO –
emissions from fossil fuel and industry according to (Yevich, 2003)
45 CO = Carbon Monoxide, CO = Carbon Dioxide, PM = Particulate Matter (CO, CO and PM = organic
2
2
Carbon, Black Carbon = essentially elementary Carbon (WB, 2011).
44
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of growing trees with a large variety of products46 is on diversifying incomes, then this must be
complemented by enabling market access. If enough trees are planted that bring greater direct benefits
when left standing, then this might be an incentive to adequately protect them from being cut, which
could improve the long term impact of this activity. An example for this is provided by the naturally
occurring preservation of mango trees – in many locations found to be the only remaining mature trees.
The activity performed within this thesis involved 135 HH in the planting of 20 trees, which means that it
was merely a pilot project. As time and the budget47 were constrained, the main focus herein was on
testing a strategy for improving the availability of firewood at HH-level. This included sourcing seedlings
from a central nursery and distributing them to the beneficiaries, which went along with building capacity
of beneficiaries in terms of tree growing. When assessing the aspect of seedling provision, there are
several arguments for sourcing these in proximity to where they are planted, as this could simplify the
access to seedlings (e.g. for beating-up...). When looking at the required local support infrastructure it
must be assessed if these activities could be handled by artisans. Especially if planning to establish
decentralised nurseries ideally some additional – more specialized staff should be recruited. Involving
artisans in tree growing may first and foremost lead to a considerably reduction in transaction costs, as
the establishment of an entire additional structure which solely focuses on tree growing is unnecessary.
When summing-up, Step 1 tackles the availability of EIC, whereas all aspects related to KM, e.g.
ventilation, stove maintenance, energy efficiency practices and fuel quality issues are considered to qualify
under Step 2. To make sure that HH always have the opportunity to access the best type of fuel – by
increasing the access to- and the supply of wood, is the focus of implementing Step 3.
A further integral result of the 3-Step approach is that it might provide a solution for strengthening and
supporting the stove dissemination structure over longer periods. Once the scope of work of artisans is
widened and focus is given on increased interaction between them and their customers on a variety of
topics, this may ensure better adoption rates and considerable improvements compared to a pure
dissemination focus. An effective strategy that could be enabled by implementing the 3-Step approach is
to ensure that artisans receive pre-agreed financial- or in-kind benefits from the trees they support to
grow on the homesteads of stove owners. This might be effective to address the often observed decline
in motivation. It might provide sufficient incentive to adequately follow-up on HH, even after having
received remuneration for building as many new stoves as possible.
This adds weight to the following conclusions: in order to improve the level of sustained use, raising
stove efficiency must be complemented by appropriate project design and implementation, as well as
proper institutional support. The 3-Step approach can be seen as a holistic project design with much
room for interaction. Also, improving the institutional support might be seen as more financially viable
when considering an extended project scope.

2.4.2

The stove adoption process

Stove adoption is a multifaceted, multi-dimensional and often non-linear undertaking (Ruiz, 2011). It is
often a combination of HH characteristics that determine adoption behaviour, not only one or two
specifics (Gebreegziabher, 2007). A recent study highlighted that the adoption process of cookstoves at
the population level must be seen as a dynamic process. In general, sustained use and performing the
majority of the main cooking activities with the stove qualify as the desirable output (Ruiz, 2011). As a
matter of fact, aspects of adoption initially were not in the centre of attention, a reality that changed to
some extent during the previous years. As the intentions of implementing stove projects have evolved

A list of locally adapted trees together with their most important characteristics is attached in Annex 7.
The entire thesis budget – apart from the majority of transport costs (contribution by GIZ) and around
1,300 seedlings (contribution by Arua District Forestry Office and Green Life International) amounted to
around 2,400US$ and was self-funded by the author of this thesis.
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from a primary focus on reducing firewood consumption, towards additionally looking at climate change
mitigation, health as well as IAP, also the focus of assessing impacts shifted accordingly.
In essence, as is illustrated in Figure 5 below, the stove adoption process evolves in distinguishable
phases, which are very similar to general technology adoption processes. As a general guideline, the easier
the EIC fits into the existing cooking process, the less maintenance a stove requires and the more
benefits cooks are enabled to receive from it - the higher will be the acceptance of the EIC technology in
ones’ daily life. Many stove programmes, especially in the early days, were found to have failed because
their designers failed to deeply understand user preferences and cooking patterns (Barnes, 1993)48. It is
therefore self-explanatory that if an EIC represents only an incremental modification to traditional stoves,
the adoption process is simplified, as for the Kenya Ceramic Jico stove (Hyman, 1987).
When looking at the EIC adoption process, as graphically illustrated in Figure 5 below, this may be
characterized by the following parameters: (a) the initial acceptance (U0) of a stove – which is equivalent

to Step 1 of the 3-Step approach i.e. accepting to own the stove and initial attempts of using it, or
complementing/integrating it into existing solutions, (b) the ‘‘learning’’ time (∆L) for the population
to incorporate the device into the existing cooking practices, which – as argued herein, will be
shortened and improved by building capacity on KM , (c) Umax – the maximum level of use, 100%
coverage can be achieved in a step-wise manner; (d) a stable level of sustained use (Usat), being the
most important indicator for all stove projects - ideally equivalent to the amount of stoves
availed; and (e) ∆Usat the size of the fluctuations around the mean Usat, which denotes inter-seasonal
and other variations in stove use frequency. This includes times when stoves are not in use due
to absence of adequate cooking fuels or when cooking for more people during festive periods.

Indiv. EIC
abandonment

Figure 5: Technology adoption curve adapted to the specific case of efficient stoves
(adapted from Ruiz, 2011).

As indicated above, most vital in terms of stove adoption is the level of Usat achieved at the end of the
adoption process. Along the argumentation of this thesis the implementation of Step 2 – training cooks
in KM, may lead to raising the level of Usat, leading to an upwards shift of the saturation curve. This is
achievable via shortening the learning process as well as by enabling cooks to receive more benefits from
the stove – which together might lead to improved levels of stove acceptance.
What is important to note is that the above curve may represent the adoption process on an individual
HH basis, but it may even indicate the aggregated effect of an entire stove programme. On an individual

A good assessment of generally applicable positive and negative factors in respect to stove programme
design is provided in Table 6 and 7 in Annex 1.
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basis the curve illustrates increased stove use by a single HH, with the vertical lines indicating potential
stove abandonment – which certainly may happen at any point in time. On an accumulated basis, the
curve may indicate that stoves are availed to HH on a step-by-step basis with Umax representing the
maximum saturation, which corresponds to the point in time when the highest level of stove availability
has been achieved. Ruiz performed a mix of these approaches. He portrays an accumulation of many
individual HH, while assuming that all stoves were delivered at the same time.
In a paper by Barnes et al. an excellent review of diffusion of EIC in several developing countries is
provided, which also attempts to explain why HH remain reluctant to adopt the new technology49. This
review specifically highlights the importance of responding to the specific local conditions when
introducing EIC. The author further claims, that although scarcity of- and higher prices for firewood may
aid the dissemination of the improved stoves, they do not guarantee stove adoption (Barnes, 1993). This
is a very interesting remark, which can be taken as an appeal for designing an additional project activity,
next to the mere dissemination, with the focus on ensuring adoption. A related review paper provides the
following summary on the conditions for the success or failure of EIC adoption: “No matter how
efficient or cheap the stove, individual HH have proved reluctant to adopt it if it is difficult to install,
maintain or less convenient and less adaptable to local preferences compared to its traditional
counterpart. A woman's choice to continue using a traditional 3-Stone stove may be quite rational if the
design of alternative products is not user-friendly and if repair services are not available” (Barnes, 1994).
Stove owners were found to be most receptive when dissemination took full account of the capacities
and needs of local stove producers and consumers. Field testing, consumer surveys, and involvement of
local artisans from the outset have been critical to the ultimate adoption of EIC.
Careful targeting, meaning the inclusion of considerations that may enable or hinder adoption - on both
community- and HH level, may also help to increase the robustness of the dissemination process. This
promotes that the EIC will gain a solid foothold among the population of intended end-users. It ensures
that the programme results in a high Usat, which is a critical enabling factor for achieving the greatest
possible impact. Identifying unique selling points, such as the association between reported suffering
from watery, irritated eyes and early stove adoption, is an important undertaking for stove promoters.
The design of a stove like the Mexican Patsari for example allows practically instantaneous decreases in
IAP levels, which offers quick relief from irritated eyes. This easily recognizable comparative advantage –
i.e. the quick relief from these symptoms, is greatly appreciated and contributes to early stove adoption of
the Patsari, and disqualifies the open-fire cooking methods (Pine, 2011).
This is of high importance for ensuring that the stoves acquire a positive reputation, as members of a
social system tend to observe ‘early adopters’ and often wait for feedback from local ‘opinion leaders’
before deciding for adoption (Rogers, 2003 found in: Pine, 2003). This is particularly true during the
initial introduction phase. Among early adopter communities, the initial stove uptake is much quicker
than in late adopter communities. In a study researching on defining such differing community behaviour
(Pine, 2011) it was concluded that Usat remains higher among the early adopters. In communities where
the first to receive a technology encounter difficulties, or develop negative perceptions of the EIC,
adoption decisions were impacted by this information and overall diffusion was delayed or halted.
A critical requirement is that the rural stove production structure is in place over longer periods, which is
often found to pose considerable challenges. In an EIC project by GIRA in Mexico, attempts to establish
stove building enterprises within rural communities did not succeed because the volume of demand in
rural villages was not sufficient to keep local, independent entrepreneurs financially afloat. As a reaction
to this, the implementation strategy shifted towards centralized commercialization (Bailis, 2009) – being a
general praxis applied for the dissemination of improved charcoal stoves in urban locations. As will be
elaborated in more detail in Chapter 3, one of the many prospective benefits of the 3-Step approach is
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For a more comprehensive overview of do’s and dont’s from the same study see Table 6 in Annex 1.
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that artisans will engage in additional activities, which might result in them receiving a higher and more
continuous income.
After introducing the 3-Step approach and providing an overview on the stove adoption process, which
highlighted the need to develop strategies for raising stove adoption and provided some hints on how this
could be achieved, the final section of Chapter 2 will elaborate on the many benefits that are expected to
accrue from implementing this approach.

2.4.3

Theoretical impact analysis of the 3-Step approach

One of the prominent criteria used for assessing the progress made in respect to achieving the eight
Millennium Development Goals is the halving of the amount of people living below one (1) and two (2)
US$ per day by 2015, being the accepted definition for absolute and relative poverty (WFEO, 2006). The
former is included as an indicator for achieving MDG 1 (MDG, 2007). Although this basic assessment is
important for achieving comparability on a global scale, there are indications that suggest that the 1 or 2
US$ criteria are not sufficient for assessing the well-being/livelihood of rural HH in developing countries.
Achievements within the remaining MDGs therefore aim at a set of benchmarks for tackling health
targets, water and sanitation related issues and other indicators of importance. These are seen as vital for
human development and for a life in dignity.
Before performing a more extensive theoretical impact analysis, in the following a short discourse will be
held on selected topics that are vital for the current and future well-being and development prospects of
rural smallholding farmers, all of which are improved when implementing the 3-Step approach.
An important aspect is the meagre financial capacity of rural inhabitants. Here, a combination of reducing
unnecessary expenditure and increasing productivity is the way to go. The proposed approach –
representing a mix of small-scale level interventions, will generate savings due to the reduced need to
purchase cooking fuels and in respect to reducing health expenditure. Closely connected to this is the
need to diversify the income and nutrition base. As has been formulated in Uganda’s Medium Term
Competitiveness Strategy economic diversification is the only means for raising Uganda’s Population
above poverty (UG, 2005).
For rural smallholder farmers in developing countries managing to live off the productivity of their land is
generally found to be particularly connected to the quality of their environment (OECD, 2006). Low
adoption of advanced agricultural practices, rapid population growth and the vicious cycle of poverty and
environmental degradation often mean that HH gradually become less and less self-sustaining. Highly
relevant for this is the provision and protection provided to them in form of ecosystem services, which if
lost force rural farmer to develop coping strategies for securing their survival.
As Climate Change tends to exacerbate environmental degradation it plays a growing role in global
human wellbeing. This has become more noticeable and generally accepted by the international
community within the previous decade (OECD, 2006). As climate change is expected to affect the rural
population of sub-Sahara Africa more severely than most other societies, it is required to raise their
adaptive capabilities. Indeed, as will be illustrated in Chapter 3, many HH claimed that they feel that the
weather pattern has visibly changed. It appears as if the frequency of extreme events – causing both
flooding and drought has become more prominent. Many also indicated that these effects are exacerbated
by deforestation, that the changing climate negatively affects tree cover and that tree growing is their
prominent action to counteract and adapt.
This indicates that the achieved level of climate change resilience among poor communities – who mostly
depend on subsistence farming, will become more and more vital in the coming years. Their adaptive
capacity is critical for all aspects of development. In this respect the 3-Step approach implements
recommendations made by the OECD-DAC, “Joint Declaration on Integrating climate change
Adaptation into Development Co-operation” (OECD, 2006), which calls for stringent climate change
screening for all development cooperation activities.
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After this short discourse, the following theoretical impact analysis aims at illustrating how the 3-Step
approach intends to improve the situation of the beneficiaries. Combining firewood supply and demand
side management could - as stated in Hypothesis 2, result in improvements to the current situation being
greater than the sum of its parts. What will be illustrated throughout this work is that small-scale tree
growing with HH for income/nutrition diversification and firewood self-sufficiency, improves the
sustainability of homesteads, which will in turn reduce human impact on natural ecosystems and improve
many aspects of human well-being. The many prospective implications of sustainable woodfuel
production are illustrated in the following Figure 6:

Figure 6: Impacts of sustainable wood energy production (Sylla, 2010).

As the above illustration is an overview on the many factors that may improve when achieving
sustainable wood energy production – essentially being equivalent to attaining firewood self-sufficiency, it
is now required to look at what additionally can be achieved when implementing the 3-Step approach.
This initially requires the development of a baseline, i.e. describing the reality on the ground in the
absence of the project. In the baseline case, or also termed Business As Usual (BAU), we assume that an
average person consumes approximately 1 m3 per year to satisfy the need for providing cooked food and
hot water, as is an average value for households in Uganda (NDP, 2010). The cooking is performed on
the traditional 3-stone fire, with cooks possessing little knowledge in terms of saving fuel and protecting
their health. Further, insufficient tree growing forces most women to risk walking further distances or to
resort to qualitatively lower fuels, which results in many negative consequences. This BAU is with no
doubt a non-sustainable status-quo, which would change considerably when implementing the 3-Step
approach. Building on the BAU case – being indicated by the blue line in the centre, the following spider
diagram illustrates the hypothetical impacts of each Step of the herein discussed 3-Step approach. The six
axis of the following spider diagram represent the impacts of the approach on the following factors:
Carbon Balance, Ecosystem Services, IAP, Wood Supply, Income Diversification as well as Time. Here it
is important to note that for all factors apart for the impacts in respect to improving ecosystem services
clear guidelines exists for their quantification. As this factor is highly relevant for rural livelihoods it had
to be represented within the impact analysis.
When an efficient stove project is implemented then the BAU case is expected to improve. Thereafter the
red, green and purple lines demonstrate the expected overall improvements when implementing the three
project Steps. For Step 1 it is assumed that HH who possess a stove will also utilize it - though to varying
extent (i.e. ‘initial acceptance’ phase), leading to improvements along all axes of the spider diagram. This
potential impact of stove ownership is illustrated by the red line – meaning e.g. that the stove leads to a
positive impact on carbon balance, on lowering IAP, as well as on saving time compared to the BAU
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scenario. If we now additionally implement a tree growing project – represented by the green line, we see
that – compared to the ‘only stove’ case, improvements in all factors apart from IAP will be achieved.
Finally, if we add on these two project components the activities related to improved KM – visualized by
the purple line, then more benefits can be realised in all areas, with the biggest impact being on IAP.

(3-stone fire)

* Axes denote: intervention
has a positive effect on

Figure 7: Spider diagram indicating the positive impact on important aspects of rural livelihoods
when accumulating the various project components.

Certainly, the herein visualized impacts of the various steps of the approach are oversimplified50. As even
the impact of adopted stoves differs considerably among beneficiaries, it can be expected that adding Step
2 and 3 to the mere dissemination of stoves will also have varying results. The following example serves
as an illustration:
When assuming a case in which during the ‘initial acceptance’ phase no KM related capacity building- and
no follow-up is performed, then abandoning the stove after a short while becomes more likely. (This was
illustrated by the blue vertical lines inserted in the above stove adoption curve in Figure 5.) This results
more or less in a continuation of the BAU case. The reasons may be due to difficulties encountered when
having to learn how to cook with a stove through trial and error, due to artisans not performing stove
firing, or due to a lack of adequate training in maintenance. If concentrating on KM soft skills would
guarantee continuous stove use by the same cook, then KM represents a critical element for the impact of
the EIC, meaning that the overall effect of KM includes also all achievable improvements of Step 1.
When we now specifically focus on the aspect of wood supply – or standing biomass (SB), it can be
expected, as illustrated in the following Figure 8, that a holistic application of the 3-Step approach on
meso-level has the potential to considerably improve the local supply-side situation. This figure, very
similar to the line of thought behind the woodfuel ‘gap’ theory, visualizes current trends of standing
biomass, net primary production51, population growth and demand. In contrast to the initial theory, here
all wood consuming activities are reflected, not merely firewood use for cooking.
It needs to be noted that the precise biomass supply and demand values were assumed, as there is
insufficient information on real values of standing biomass in Arua and holistic demand studies are also
lacking (i.e. 14 million metric tons might serve as a good estimate given the above mentioned forest area
50 In order to add visibility to the above illustration the sequence of Step 2 and Step 3 were exchanged,
meaning that what has been termed Step 2 (purple line), was plotted outside of Step 3 (green line).
51 Net Primary Production (often also called Average Annual Increment (AAI), or natural re-growth) is
assumed as a constant percentage of standing biomass. This is illustrated by the area between the black
and the yellow lines, as well as by the area under the solid blue line.
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multiplied by average biomass content per hectare in the tropics.) The illustration therefore serves as an
approximation, intending to provide an overview of the impact of population growth combined with the
emergence of new wood consuming activities (i.e. for tobacco curing, brick production, charcoal
export...). The resulting disproportional growth in total wood demand is detrimental to the remaining
forest cover.
What must be highlighted are the steep demand increase since the late 1980s as well as the drastic
reduction of the standing biomass once demand exceeds Net Primary Production (NPP). The
implementation of the 3-Step approach and a drive towards sustainability within other wood consuming
activities may reverse this trend, as is being indicated by the dotted black and yellow lines.
’00,000 metric t of wood

2 Mio
Pple

x

Figure 8: Illustration of the firewood ‘gap’ theory, outlining the impacts of the drastic increase of wood
consumption on the available standing biomass (Figure adapted from McClintock, 1987).

In absence of sufficient tree growing and energy efficiency, NPP and demand diverge until they meet at
point x, the so-called ‘tipping point’, where the solid green line crosses the solid blue line. Thereafter,
overuse – coupled with insufficient tree growing, leads to a decrease of the re-generation potential, while
consumption of wood continues to increase. The red shaded shape illustrates how much the accumulated
demand exceeds NPP after point x, assuming that new wood consuming activities led to a continuous
average demand increase, being decoupled from population growth starting from the late 1980s.
It is the aim of the herein presented 3-Step approach to present a solution to this problem. Due to its
goal of firewood self-sufficiency, the intervention will flatten the demand curve, whereas NPP increases
are to be expected simultaneously. If the project scale is sufficient, the amount of standing biomass is
expected to stabilize at a specific level. If the trends of both curves are changed sufficiently, these can be
expected to eventually meet in future. This hypothetical case is illustrated by the blue shaded area52, for
which it is assumed that a holistic implementation of the 3-Step approach commences in the year 2000
and also other wood consuming activities undergo a shift towards sustainability. This obviously
constitutes a considerable improvement compared to the BAU situation.
It again needs to be highlighted that for achieving these assumed improvements to the BAU case, the
herein proposed 3-Step approach needs to be integrated into a wider strategy. In order to realistically
achieve a transition from the red – to the blue shaded area an additional focus must be on curbing the
amount of unsustainable wood consumption for purposes other than cooking, which must go along with
a general increment in tree growing efforts. Ideally the focus must be on the entire value chain of wood.
The demand is expected to respond more immediate than the supply, as trees take some years until
they reach adequate levels of NPP.
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An important topic in this respect that must be factored in when projecting on the achievable fuel savings
is the so-called ‘leakage’ effect. This means that if we achieve e.g. a 30% - 50% reduction of fuel use by
introducing efficient cooking equipment, this might lead to an increased engagement in other wood based
income generating activities, or to other effects such as increased cooking times. This may cancel out the
effects on total wood availability achieved by the savings enabled from owning an EIC. There are several
arguments indicating that the 3-Step approach could be a good way for containing this effect. Examples
for this are that a focus on kitchen management might discourage wasting energy and that planting trees
with nutritious properties may improve the protection of the planted trees.
Chapter 2 provided the reader with a general overview of the study location, an introduction to the 3-Step
approach and gave a theoretical impact analysis in respect to its most important implications for rural
livelihoods. The following chapter provides results from field work in Arua and gives insights into the
potential benefits of the approach deducted from piloting its practical implementation.

3 Results and lessons learnt from field activities in Arua
This chapter provides an overview on the most important findings from field observations, interviews
and from the practical tree planting activities in Arua. The information was obtained by observations of
the cooking environment of 210 stove owning HH, who all contributed by participating in an extensive
questionnaire enumeration exercise. The findings and lessons learnt are grouped according to the 3-Step
approach. Whereas the first section covers stove related aspects such as costing and delivery, the second
ventures into kitchen management issues such as fuel use and stove adoption, whereas the third handles
the topic of fuel supply. The beginning of each section provides an overview on the status-quo found on
the ground, which is then complemented with the experiences achieved from implementing the 3-Step
approach. Finally, this will be complemented by a climate change mitigation analysis, which concludes
that over a ten year period the implementation of the herein outlined 3-Step approach could result in an
approximate mitigation of around 22 tons of CO2 per HH.
As the focus was on HH who already possessed an EIC, the practical activities concentrated on steps 2
and 3. The second Step, improving KM, mainly included the provision of recommendations, i.e.
providing best practice information derived from observations and literature review. The third Step
engaged HH in small-scale tree planting, which meant the planting around 20 trees with 135 HH. The
generated lesson learnt will be illustrated in this chapter. The most important topics are thereafter
summarized in Chapter 4, which finalises the thesis by providing overall conclusions and
recommendations.
Due to the often long walking distance between respondents, due to weather related difficulties, as well as
due to the frequent absence of heads of HH, the amount of interviews per enumerator per day varied
between four and nine. The entire fieldwork within a given sub-County took three days of data collection,
as well as two days of tree planting demonstrations and seedling distribution. The number of drop-off
locations for enumerators during field research – and therefore also for the tree planting varied
considerably from one sub-County to the other. The activities in Vurra could be handled with two dropoff points, whereas Pajulu required seven. As all kitchens needed to be visited by the author of the thesis,
coordinating the field work resulted in complex logistics. This enabled collecting photographic evidence
and GPS coordinates, making additional observations, asking further questions as well as providing
advice on KM.
The field study and the evaluation of the questionnaires shed the light on several important issues, which
should be considered when undertaking EIC dissemination exercises53. A very important factor that
needs to be stated up-front is that cooking and the provision of solid fuels were found to be of high
importance for mastering daily survival among the assessed rural households in Arua District. As
mentioned above the topic of cooking related energy poverty was found to be closely linked to the well53

Results from the statistical evaluation of the provided answers can be found in Annex 3.
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being of the environment, which means that it also has a considerable impact on rural livelihoods. The
implications of improving the status-quo of the cooking environment and its’ impacts in respect to
achieving the MDGs are condensed in the following Table 1:
Millennium Development Goal

Contribution of improved household energy practices

Goal 1: Eradicate extreme poverty
and hunger

- Saving time spent being ill or having to care for sick children will cut health
1
care expenses and increase earning capacities.
- Where fuels are purchased, increasing fuel efficiency and thus cutting down
the quantity of fuel needed eases the constraints on already tight household
1
budgets.
- Improved household energy technologies and practices will open up
1
opportunities for income generation.
- Improved tree cover increases ecosystem services and may diversify the
2
income as well as the nutrition base.
- With less time lost in collecting fuel and due to improved health, children will
1
have more time available for school attendance and homework.
- Alleviating the drudgery of fuel collection and reducing cooking time will free
1
women's time for productive endeavours, education and child care.
- Reducing the time and distance that women and girls need to travel to collect
1
fuel will reduce the risk of assault and injury, particularly in conflict situations.
- Involving women in household energy decisions will promote gender equality
1
and raise women's prestige.
- Reducing indoor air pollution will prevent child morbidity and mortality from
1
pneumonia.
- Protecting the developing embryo from indoor air pollution can help avert
1
stillbirth, perinatal mortality and low birth weight.
- Getting rid of open fires in the home can prevent infants and toddlers being
1
burned and scalded.
- Curbing indoor air pollution will alleviate chronic respiratory problems
1
among women.
- A less polluted home can improve the health of new mothers who spend time
1
close to the fire after having given birth.
- A more accessible source of fuel can reduce women's labour burdens and
1
associated health risks, such as prolapse due to carrying heavy loads.
- Lowering indoor air pollution levels can help prevent 1.6million deaths from
1
tuberculosis annually.
- Reducing the occurrence of smoke related health problem highly improves
2
the life of women which live with HIV/AIDS.

Goal 2: Achieve universal primary
education
Goal 3: Promote gender equality and
empower women

Goal 4: Reduce child mortality

Goal 5: Improve maternal health

Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria
and other diseases

2

- Growing the right trees can assist in reducing mosquitoes – i.e. Malaria.
Goal 7: Ensure environmental - Where biomass is scarce, easing the reliance on wood for fuel through more
1
sustainability
efficient cooking practices will lessen pressures on forests.
- Moving up the energy ladder and using improved stoves can increase energy
1
efficiency and decrease greenhouse gas emissions.
- Firewood self-sufficiency contributes to the protection of indigenous trees
2
and related ecosystem services.
Goal 8: Develop a global partnership - Recognition in development agendas and by partnerships of the fundamental
for development
role that HH energy plays in economic and social development will help
1
achieve the Millennium Development Goals.
Table 1: HH cooking, the 3-Step approach and their implications on the MDG (Adapted and expanded from
1
2
WHO, 2006 – source marked with: ; own findings marked with: )
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A cross-cutting and very critical topic for ensuring long-term impacts of EIC projects is the complex
infrastructure of skilled artisans required for the on-site construction of stoves in rural areas. Establishing
this structure is an impressive achievement, but maintaining it, as well as ensuring its’ frequent interaction
with- and continuous support to the target HH is much more difficult. As will be argued in sub-Chapter
3.1, utilizing artisans only for stove manufacturing wastes the many additional benefits that they could
bring, especially in relation to their potential role in terms of improving adoption rates.
This requires a deliberation on the current challenges encountered by the local EIC structure. Answers
need to be found for how to best involve artisans in an increased scope of activities, as well as how
artisans could be enabled to derive a more stable income. Their intricate knowledge of the individual
cooking environments and their close contact with the stove operators could easily enable additional
awareness creation activities, e.g. in KM, which will be elaborated in sub-Chapter 3.2. This task may
considerably improve the overall impact, whereas it only results in a minimal increment in transaction
costs.
Last but not least, as will be elaborated in sub-Chapter 3.3, artisans could be engaged in supporting the
growing of trees – i.e. mentoring and assisting beneficiary HH to become firewood self-sufficient. In
order to support this theory, the grass-root level infrastructure of the already existing stove dissemination
project was utilized for supporting practical tree planting field activities.

3.1 EIC availability and adoption related findings
Three efficient stove types were found in the field, which all have different characteristics. They all qualify
under the category of Efficient Improved Cookstoves (EIC). The differences in design and in mobility
give the users benefits, but also pose challenges. The Double shielded stove does not have a chimney, has
two separately fired chambers and is immovable. The Shielded stove also has no chimney, provides space
for only one-pot cooking, but has the benefit of not being stationary and is therefore frequently used
outside the kitchen. Traditionally, meals are prepared both inside and outside the kitchen. As the Shielded
stove is mobile cooks can continue with this habit, which results in high acceptance of this model.
Obviously when the stove is used outside, exposure to IAP is reduced considerably. The Double shielded
stove is flexible towards the number of pots being used. The Rocket Lorena on the other hand, should
always be used with 2 pots when looking at achieving fuel efficiency and IAP improvements. The Rocket
Lorena stove is also confined to be used within the kitchen, but has the added benefit of expelling fumes
through the chimney. If a cook possesses a Shielded- as well as a Rocket Lorena stove, then the cooking
flexibility is maximized. This gives the option to choose the stove that is most suitable for the particular
cooking programme. That this freedom of choice is one of the most important aspects for cooks has
been the main argumentation underlying the promotion of the “energy stack” model. All the three stoves
require regular maintenance and are not very flexible in terms of lower grade fuels. Further, to achieve
full impacts they should always be used with the initially designed pot sizes.

1: Shielded stove

3: Rocket Lorena

Pictures 3-1: Illustration of the three EIC types found on ground (left picture: the typical technology mix
found in most kitchens – charcoal stove in the corner and 3-stone stove found to the left).
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A recent study tested 50 stove types in respect to fuel use, particulate matter (PM) and carbon monoxide
(CO). It concluded that the Rocket Lorena beats the 3-stone fire and all other biomass burning stoves in
all categories (MacCarty, 2010). Early field study of the Lorena stoves based on standardized laboratory
experiments concluded that when in operation the average pollutant concentrations at the location of the
cook reduces by around 40%, whereas the firewood consumption reduces by nearly 50% compared to
the 3-stone fire (Masera, 2000)54.
Although the Rocket Lorena stove – being an improved version of the Lorena stove, appears to have
favourable indicators in terms of fuel use and IAP, for evaluating the benefits on HH level many more
aspects need consideration. As was hinted at in a summary evaluation report of EIC dissemination
experiences in Ugandan IDP camps, the selected multi-pot EIC, as for example the Rocket Lorena but
also to some extent the Double shielded stove, should be rigorously assessed. Having multiple holes for
pots makes stoves larger (e.g. them taking up much space was ranked fifth among EIC problems
encountered by HH), harder to build (e.g. especially in case of the more sophisticated design of
the Rocket Lorena), more difficult to standardize (e.g. for proper functioning not much variation is
allowed when dimensioning the gap for flue gases between the two pot holes) and potentially more
wasteful of energy (e.g. due to unfitting pots, cooking only with one pot or wrong chimney
design). Further, effective chimneys are difficult to build and may result in heat loss and present a fire
risk under over-hanging thatch eaves (e.g. the confirmation of heat loss was not a focus, but the fire
danger was reported in interviews with stove builders)55 (USAID, 2007).
As was indicated above, the Rocket Lorena stove theoretically has many advantages over most other
stoves. Though, both artisans and cooks mentioned several concerns, which have in some locations
resulted in replacing this stove type with the less demanding Double shielded stove. The most challenging
for artisans is to stick to the right dimensions, especially in respect to the space through which the flue
gases move from under pot one to the side of the second pot. This factor is very critical and has to go
along with maintaining constant cross sectional area from the firing chamber to the chimney to ensure an
ideal amount of draft.
In addition to this, building the chimney often poses challenges. Be it in terms of finding materials (e.g.
banana stems for moulding), ensuring it has adequate strength so it does not collapse, as well as in respect
to permanently attaching it to the kitchen wall56. Also, when building chimneys in kitchens with low walls
– or with far overhanging grass, the roofs were reported to be in danger of catching fire. This in some
cases even resulted in kitchens burning down. This is attributable to either non-adequate construction,
design57 or maybe even due to roofs being inadequately replaced after the stove had been built. All the
above indicates that the Rocket Lorena should only be built by experienced artisans and if adequate time
is devoted towards ensuring that HH receive the intended benefits.
In respect to purchasing the EIC, around 27% of all the respondents claimed to have spent between
5,000 and 10,000-, whereas around 53% paid less than 5,000 Ugandan Shillings (UGx)58 for their EIC. In
addition to money, most artisans were also provided food during stove construction. These prices are
very low if compared to the average monthly expenditure on woodfuels, which 56% of HH noted to be
in excess of 10,000 Ugx. As artisans take a minimum of 3 to 4 days to building a Rocket Lorena and a
Double shielded stove and minimum of 2 days for a Shielded stove they seldom earn more than 1US$ per
day for their stove building services. As the pricing strategy is based on willingness and ability to pay, HH
chose to pay approximately as much as they can be expected to save within a period of 2 months. Many

That these values only apply under certain conditions will be explained in sub-Chapter 3.2.
All information in italic and in brackets indicates findings made during the field assessments.
56 An example of this is demonstrated in Picture A4-26 in Annex 4.
57 Even where no injuries occur, the very high prices of thatch are challenging for the affected households.
58 At the time of completion of this thesis 1US$ was exchanged for around 2,400 UGx.
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were found to even build these free of charge. Rocket Lorena EIC were found in 37%-, Shielded in 43%
and Double shielded in 28% of the visited HH (some HH were found to possess two stove types).
After building the stoves around 16% of artisans were reported to have checked on the stove once,
around 17% marked 2 times, whereas 56% check on it regularly and 11% had never done so. A single
post-installation visit is the bare minimum, as after building a stove and letting it dry there is the need to
fire it, in order to test if it functions well. It further enables fixing cracks and making other small changes
for improving its operability, foremost making amendments to ensure optimal air flow. This should
ideally be done by an artisan, as only these have the skill to ensure that stoves are not fired to early and in
the right manner. Regular post installation visits do not only improve usability, but are also very
important for improving stove adoption in general. This was stressed by a project assessment from
Mexico, which concluded that conducting 3 follow-up visits increased the long term adoption rate from
50 to 85% (Bailis, 2009). Though, many artisans are found to refrain from this activity. As they do not
receive compensation they therefore rather spend time on building new stoves.
Next to the vital factor of having artisans on ground that are motivated and well skilled, the following
table provides the most important answers given by HH on issues related to stove adoption:
Ticked by

Ticked by

What were the initial reasons for purchasing the EIC
It was well promoted
114
It looks nice
It is cheap
97
Reduce fuel collection
Saw it with friends
93
Many advantages
Why do HH enjoy cooking with their EIC?
Saves fuel
193
Removes smoke
Saves time
157
Less attention
Saves money
74
Clean/easy
What are the main problems encountered with EIC?
Inflexible for pot size
79
Difficult to light
Hard to carry
57
Takes up much space
Smokes when ignited
48
Chimney problems
What could convince HH to become a strong adopter – i.e. abandon 3-Stone fire?
Less maintenance
90
Flexible on fuel type
Get 2nd EIC
88
More cooking information
Flexible on pot size
77
Flexible on food cooked

50
48
47
64
58
46
41
33
21
46
42
36

Table 2: Summarized results of EIC related questions

As the above table shows, an interesting finding was the large variation between the initial expectations of
HH and the eventual benefits they received. Of the major reasons for accepting to have a stove built in
their kitchen, reducing fuel use in order to either ‘shorten fuel collection times’ or to ‘save money by
purchasing less fuel’ ranked only on place four marked by 37% (i.e. these 37% is the total portion of HH
who ticked at least one of the two reasons). These intentions where outcompeted by ‘good promotion’ mentioned by 58%, that ‘it was cheap’ (50%), that they ‘saw it with friends’ (47%), which was followed by
‘it looked nice’ (26%). This stresses the importance of good feedback from early movers, pleasant stove
design and good promotion. It further indicates that fulfilling the main intentions underlying the
intervention was initially less a driving force for the initial acceptance phase. It was rather the mere desire
to introduce something new to ones’ house for HH deciding to participate in the project. Similar findings
were highlighted in assessments of a stove project from Mexico (Bailis, 2009).
Compared to the above initial intentions, the received impacts from operating the EIC were the
following: ‘Fuel savings’ mentioned by 94% and ‘time savings’ by 76% were noted by the vast majority.
That the EIC enabled ‘saving money’ (36%) and ‘removing smoke’ (31%) was mentioned by nearly all of
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those HH that buy firewood or own a Rocket Lorena. These were followed by ‘because the stove needs
less attention’ (28%) and ‘it is clean/easy’ (22%). This proves that in the perception of the HH most of
the intended benefits of the EIC project were actually realised.
When asked about why the 3-stone fire is appreciated the ‘simplicity’ marked by 49% of the respondents
was followed by its’ ‘high flexibility’ for: ‘fuel size’ (48%)- and ‘pot size’ (45%). Thereafter, it being
‘tradition’ (41%) and ‘cheap’ (40%) ranked on fourth and fifth position.
For receiving information on stove adoption - being one of the main factors addressed in this thesis, it
was asked how frequent the stove is used. For the analysis those claiming to exclusively use the EIC,
which amounted to 13% of all owners, were termed ‘strong adopters’. Those that exclusively use the EIC,
including those using EIC more than the 3-stone fire and those who claim to use both on a daily basis
were termed ‘adopters’. The overall adoption rate amounted to around 68%, whereas in locations which
received the stoves around 3 years ago this reduced to 41%. Here it needs to be noted that even in
locations where the majority of respondents revealed during discussions to have a high ∆Usat fluctuation,
i.e. using stoves when having adequate fuels – being only a few times per month, many claimed to use the
EIC on a daily basis. This indicates that although stoves are still being used, the forced ∆Usat results in a
reduced impact of the intervention and might cause health hazards (e.g. when termites and rodents enter
the stove), which poses additional challenges to the beneficiaries.
A further important question required respondents to disclose the most important factors for them to
abandon the 3-stone fire completely, i.e. to become strong adopters. Number one for to discontinuing
the 3-stone fire was found to be ‘reduced maintenance’ – mentioned by 46%, directly followed by ‘getting
a second stove’, a request posed by 45% of the respondents. From discussions during field visits it
became obvious that this is a demand especially pronounced by Rocket Lorena owners. This offers higher
flexibility of cooking with 1- and 2 pots and with different pot sizes, a demand indicated by 39% of HH.
Ranking on fourth and fifth place were improved flexibility in terms of fuel type (23%) as well as more
information provided on how to cook with the stove (21%). All these five factors can be improved when
shifting the focus from mere stove dissemination towards the implementation of the 3-Step approach.
The improved availability of artisans can raise the quality of maintenance, increase the capacity of stove
operators and enables the construction of additional stoves. In addition to this, the need for fuel
flexibility would be reduced as greater availability of quality firewood will be tackled by Step 3.
When looking at the EIC implementation structure the skills of the artisans, their critical thinking, their
commitment, as well as their need to receive adequate compensation for their services are all vital for
improving adoption rates and for long term project success. As initial stove construction is tedious work
and most beneficiaries are reluctant to pay a fair price for the stoves59 - often resulting in a daily wage
comparable to that of a casual field labourer, artisans often do not continue this activity beyond a certain
time frame. The low willingness to pay for stoves in the project area might be attributed to the fact that in
Uganda many are used to projects that deliver products and services for free. In some locations it was
reported that artisans failed to prove that they were only trained how to build stoves- including the
required backstopping, but that they were not paid by the project for every stove they built. Further, as
the capacity of building EIC instilled improved business sense and due to the fact that EIC maintenance
pays little, trained artisans tend to engage in other businesses for earning money.
In addition to this, primarily along the border, artisans were found to extend their services to DRC and
are therefore often not available in their initial area of operation. This enables them to gain greater
income for their work - often earning up to four or five times the price per stove achievable in Uganda.
In summary, there are various reasons why artisans seldom return after building the stove. In case they
never do so, professional firing and practical demonstrations on maintenance are not performed. As
An interesting fact of this stove project was that there were no fixed prices charged for a specific stove
model, but prices rather varied according to the beneficiaries’ willingness and ability to pay.
59
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mending- or replacing stoves when very deep cracks or chimney problems occur, when termites cause
considerable damage, or for Shielded stoves that have completely broken apart60, require the attention of
an artisan, their availability seriously influences the long term project success. In addition, EIC need to be
reconstructed every few years – no matter how well they have been maintained, which can only be
achieved when the artisans are still available. In locations where women built stoves for other women
and/or where social cohesion remained high, more thorough- and long-term follow-up was observed.
As has been indicated above, increasing the scope towards implementing the 3-Step approach holds many
promises over the more simple EIC dissemination approach. For achieving the various overall benefits
from implementing the 3-Step approach, continuous sensitisation and proximity to the beneficiaries are
necessary requirements. Of high importance therefore is the availability of the extensive structure of
mud-stove building artisans which, by being engaged in a widened project scope, might be kept in place
for longer periods of time. The opportunities deriving for stove owners if they can easily get in touch
with artisans are diverse. If artisans frequently visit HH – commencing already during the EIC
introduction phase, and provide a more intensive awareness creation on KM and on the importance and
skills of adequate maintenance, then initial adoption would be facilitated. If agreements are explored that
would provide artisans with financial- or in-kind benefits from the trees they plant with the HH, then
their efforts might become much more worthwhile. These could be seen as further arguments towards
the validation of Hypothesis 2. Already when only looking at improving stove availability, the expected
impacts of the 3-Step approach can be expected to have greater impacts than the sum of its parts.

3.2 Kitchen Management related findings
Field activities connected to Step-2 – i.e. building adequate capacity for improved KM, mainly included
giving advice on how to reduce exposure to IAP, as well as on improved stove and fuel handling. These
recommendations were partly developed from findings during field work, whereas others were identified
by means of a literature review. In addition to this, the participation of a stove coordinator during field
research enabled demonstrations on stove maintenance, which also gave inspiration to the local artisans.
The following deliberation of results on KM will closely follow the illustration in Figure 4 provided in the
introduction of the 3-Step approach in Chapter 2.
The clearest results were attainable when looking at safety aspects. Apart from reducing the potential fire
hazard caused by inadequately installed Rocket Lorena in kitchens with low roofs and the advice of
keeping children away from the stoves, there was not much to be added in this respect. It appears that
operating the EIC itself provides the biggest protection from burns and other open fire related dangers,
which was confirmed by unstructured interviews.
In respect to energy efficient practices, it was found that HH not only have considerable knowledge, but
also claim to apply much of it. Especially, adequate fuel preparation is known to be of benefit for the
cooking process, as HH connect wet fuel to higher smoke generation. KM also requires cooks to monitor
the fire adequately in order to reduce and increase firewood when necessary – e.g. to enable simmering.
More than 34% of respondents stated that they know and apply this praxis, indicating that there is still
room for improvement. Next to this it is very likely that cooks who have the chance to attend
demonstrations on how to cook with their EIC not only achieve increased levels of satisfaction, but are
also enabled to achieve greater benefits from the stove. They therefore do not depend on learning these
practices by trial and error, which might be quite discouraging and may even disqualify initial adoption.
When looking at IAP, reducing exposure time, ensuring adequate ventilation- and fuel characteristics, as
well as goos stove operation are the most important factors to be considered. In respect to exposure,
many children were found in heavily polluted kitchens. Some of these were sleeping there – especially
those who were sick, others were playing with open fire, whereas some mothers were found to be
60

An example of a completely broken Shielded stove is provided in Picture A4-25 in Annex 4.
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cooking with their babies wrapped around their backs61. The latter, including highly pregnant women
being exposed to IAP, is by far the most health damaging cooking practice. These must be universally
avoided even when cooking with an EIC, as it is a major contributor to still births, low life expectancy
and child mortality in developing countries. As part of the sensitization, cooks were therefore advised to
reduce their exposure as much as possible - especially when starting the stove, as well as to keep children
out of the kitchen at all times.
Next to this, the physical kitchen ventilation design was found to differ considerably. In proximity to
trading centres and along the open border – with no serious police presence (e.g. in Pajulu) complaints of
theft were frequent. As a result many kitchens are completely without windows and top vents. Even in
cases where windows were provided for - these were often blocked with bricks, as wood shutters are for
many not easily affordable. In some locations windows were closed as they provide an entry point for
wild cats. In newer houses made from concrete and iron sheets the ventilation was often not good –
sometimes even worse than in traditional kitchens. This means that although investments were made for
improving the overall housing structure, the kitchen of low importance. Similar results were found in
other countries which concluded that kitchens are generally not maintained well and that even for richer
families, improvements in the cooking environment are far from being a priority (Masera, 2000).
Also, whenever an EIC and a 3-stone fire are both used in the same kitchen, the cooks prefer to block
the vents and to close the windows, as this protects the flame of the 3-stone fire. In cases where a 3-stone
fire and the EIC are used concurrently, the resulting IAP levels were found to be high – even in cases
where the EIC expels smoke through a chimney.
Further, ventilation holes located low in the wall were found to be of little benefit. According to the
observations, air entering through them stirs up the smoke which was found to create heavy IAP.
Further, they enable rodents and other animals to enter into the kitchen. The best practice found on
ground was to have many half-brick sized vents on shoulder level all around the entire kitchen with a
spacing of 30-50cm between each other. Although these should be complemented by inserting windows,
these are more advantageous than windows as they are universally applicable, theft proof and they require
no additional materials. These two options are illustrated in the following pictures:

Pictures 3-2: Left – best practice in respect to kitchen ventilation (fist sized holes all around the wall on shoulder
hight); Right – bad ventilation practice (holes inserted too low, which stirs-up smoke and attracts rodents).

Another important KM practice is to ensure dryness of firewood, as this highly impacts on IAP
(Hollander, 1992) and additionally affects the effort required to start the fire. This considerably impacts
on the efficiency of the cooking process62. Next to wood density and some aspects of chemical
Examples of these are found in Pictures A4-23, A4-24 and A4-27 in Annex 4.
The literature points out that the energy content of wood approximately halves when comparing 10%
(well dried) to 50% (at harvest) moisture content. Above a certain moisture content more energy is
required for evaporating water than is available in the dry matter of the fuel (IEA 32, Phyllis database).
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composition – which depend on the tree species as well as on the specific part of a tree being used, the
moisture content of the fuel has the highest impact on the quantity of end-use energy. The moisture
content depends on the climatic conditions, the time of the year when harvesting takes place (i.e. rainy or
dry season), as well as on the duration and method of storage (Simpson, 1999).
Only 54% of the HH mentioned that they store or dry firewood before using it - of which 80% claimed
to allow storage periods of a week or longer. This very good practice for ensuring proper drying before
the fuel is used is ideally done by storing the wood on a rack inside of the kitchen. Although this was very
prominent in some locations it was basically absent in others - even just a few kilometres away. This
confirmed the necessity to identify best practices and to promote these in other locations. Some of the
assessed HH were found to store too much fuel without adequate protection. In these cases, termites and
other insects were found to destroy the fuel and inadequate protection during rainy season also meant
that the fuel started rotting. As the absence of fuel storage was often connected to a lack of quality
firewood, it is quite likely that HH are currently simply not able to apply this practice. Especially in the
wet season, many claimed to purchase firewood and/or charcoal, as the stored/dried firewood often does
not last through the entire wet season. Storing insufficient amounts of firewood was often attributable to
time constraints – as in the planting season food production is certainly of higher importance.

Pictures 3-3: Left – best practice of storing/drying wood inside kitchens; Right – too much wood stored outside
of the kitchen attracting termites and causes rotting, especially during the rainy season.

Intrinsically connected to this, as became apparent through discussions held alongside the quantitative
questionnaire, many simply make the decision to buy firewood instead of collecting it - often merely to
gain leisure periods. Important is also that firewood is generally purchased when needed, meaning that
there is hardly enough time for adequate drying. HH therefore depend on wood arriving already in a predried condition, which could be one of the reasons for them preferring to use charcoal in the wet season.
As the opportunity to dry firewood before it is used is important for both IAP and combustion
efficiency, improving the availability of quality firewood is likely to have a big impact on the cooking
process – being a further argument for promoting the 3-Step approach.
Observations indicated that when firewood is collected by cooks themselves the focus is mostly on
branches, but when firewood is being bought it was most often produced from felled trees. In many
locations mature trees were found to be cut half way through and then left to die while still standing.
Though once felled, the tree trunks often cannot be split and are hence left to rot. This is attributable to a
lack of adequate tools. This also results in a non-optimal way of harvesting younger trees63, which in the
case of coppicing trees may inhibit their ability to re-grow.
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Whenever firewood scarcity forces HH to resort to lower grade fuels and in cases where EIC are
abandoned or are used sporadically for other reasons, rodents and insects such as rats and termites64 were
often reported to have entered the EIC. This in some cases causes problems to the EIC or even to the
kitchen structure. In several locations this was so bad that the EIC had to be completely dismantled, or
kitchens collapsed65. As many locations were found to have considerable challenges with termites especially during the wet season, it was not only stove owning kitchens that were affected. HH in Pajulu
and Vurra sub-County, which were found to be most affected by termites, frequently insert a layer of
thick plastic into the walls, which makes it difficult for termites to enter into the entire wall66. It should
therefore be elaborated if a similar approach can be employed for protecting the non-mobile EIC in
particularly termite infested locations. Also, as the EIC found on ground often used the soil of old
termite hills as construction material, it might be sensible to assess if this may influence their invading of
kitchens.
Another finding was that a well-operated and well maintained EIC strongly correlates with the availability
of firewood for cooking. The reason for this is that it is hard to operate the EIC with lower grade fuels, as
their high ash content tends to clog the fire box – requiring frequent cleaning, even during cooking
processes. The low fuel flexibility combined with reports that the Rocket Lorena is hard to light and that
it creates a lot of smoke67 means that in some locations, although being adopted, it is operated less than
the 3-stone fire. Operating the EIC with the right sizes of pots and operating the Rocket Lorena with 2pots is often not followed, which decreases the average efficiency and worsens IAP.
Another important factor that influences the long term benefits of an EIC is that it is being kept in good
condition. As the surfaces of the stoves are not sealed against water damage and stoves regularly develop
cracks, frequent maintenance is critical. When asked how often HH maintain their stoves 18% answered
with ‘twice a week’, 39% answered ‘once per week’, 34% perform this activity ‘once every two weeks’,
whereas 9% were among none of these options provided. What is important to note here is that the
stoves need to be left to dry after it has been maintained – often taking as long as a few days. This means
that owning a second stove could enable HH to use the EIC continuously instead of being forced to
regularly switch back to the 3-stone fire, a fact that could influence the adoption rate.
Having access to a second stove – preferably to a Shielded stove is among the most effective means for
improving kitchen scheduling. The possession of an additional stove was rated by nearly 50% of HH as a
likely factor for them to abandon their 3-stone fire. This is especially true for the Rocket Lorena, which
was in many cases used with only one pot, although the second hole could have been used for simply
boiling water. This results in heat exiting unused from the second hole and in an increase in IAP, as the
draft effect needed for expelling the smoke through the chimney is reduced.
Other ways of improving kitchen scheduling include the adequate preparation of all required utensils and
inputs, as well as the availability of a thermos flask for storing hot water. It was mostly HH in Vurra
where thermos flasks were found in kitchens, which considerably reduces the frequency of starting the
stoves – therefore showing improvements in energy efficiency, IAP as well as time. When HH were asked
how often they start their stove per day for water boiling, 34% answered with ‘once’, 32% with ‘twice’
and 14% ‘thrice’. Of the 17% who claimed that they never do so, most were located in Vurra- and the
firewood scarce area of Pajulu sub-Counties.
Results of the frequency analysis on average daily cooking time, as well as on how often the stove is being
lit per day solely for water boiling are illustrated in the following figure:

Termite damage was mentioned by 21% of all the stove owners.
This is illustrated in Pictures A4-16 and A4-18 in Annex 4.
66 For an illustration of the impacts of termites see Pictures A4-15 to A4-18 in Annex 4.
67 If this was the case due to the EIC (i.e. inadequate draft) or due to a change in fuel properties – such as
moisture content, could not be verified. This smoke creation is illustrated in Picture A4-20 in Annex 4.
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Figure 9: Amount of time stove started daily for water boiling and average daily cooking times.

Further, some HH reported a quicker wearing of pots when using the EIC. This indicates that there
might be some additional costs arising when using an EIC, attributable to a greater heat accumulation at
the bottom of the pot. Also, predominantly around trading centres many HH reported that their metal
pots were stolen. During the period that HH are unable to re-buy a pot of the right size to fit the EIC,
the benefits of the EIC are temporarily reduced.
Many HH were found to use clay pots, which were said to cook as well as the metal pots. These were
found to work reasonably well on the EIC – primarily for certain dishes, but as they have a round base
they cannot seal the space of the firing chamber well. Although they require more energy due to their
lower heat transfer coefficient, using them promotes local clay manufacturing businesses. Further, if
comparing ill-fitting metal pots with well-fitting clay pots, the latter might even be preferable.
Among the assessed HH it was found that a partial fuel-switch happens, mainly depending on factors
related to scarcity – either on an absolute or on a short time basis. Among the observations while
conducting the field research was that once above-ground quality woody biomass becomes sparse in a
specific location, HH respond by either switching to lower grade fuels, purchasing wood or charcoal,
and/or by reducing the number of cooked meals. The lack of firewood is most often not the main reason
for HH to skip meals as in many cases, as one may assume, this is caused by a lack of food. Foremost
during the harvesting seasons for mangoes, avocadoes and other fruits that are consumable without
cooking, many inhabitants of the assessed villages rely on these for a large part of their nutrition, while
most cook warm meals at most once per day. Nevertheless, around 44% of the respondents mentioned
reducing the amount of cooked meals as a common coping strategy when firewood gets very scarce.
Conclusions derived from the literature review indicate that KM related soft factors, similar to instilling
behavioural changes in the area of energy efficiency in general, require long-term and continuous
sensitization. This depicts that the impacts of the herein performed once-off recommendations, without
performing regular follow-up, might not have been too large. Though, if more continuous contact
between HH and artisans is ensured, this can be expected to change. As it was found that HH often
underestimate the importance of applying continuous EIC maintenance, regular sensitisation and followup will improve the usability of the stove and might even reduce the need to engage artisans. Further,
developing good methods for creating additional ventilation holes and properly training artisans in doing
so is a very simple additional task, having a disproportionately large impact on the cooking environment.
This must go along with applying sufficient practices on how to reduce exposure times.
In summary of the above, the more time intensive cooking related activities become, the less time is
available for other productive activities as well as on education. Also, the lower the quality of fuel used
and the less frequent adequate KM is applied, the higher is the health burden and inefficiency related
consequences, which often continue to persist even when owning an EIC.
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Further, as will be illustrated below, the availability of- and the access to trees play a big role in the day-today survival and wellbeing of rural households. It will be highlighted in which ways the 3-Step approach is
expected to benefit HH and how this will considerably improve their opportunity for a better life.

3.3 Environment and tree planting related findings
As has been elaborated in Chapter 2, for poverty prone subsistence farmers the condition of their
environment, the level of tree cover, as well as the predictability of the weather pattern are of utmost
importance for their everyday survival. The following table gives a short summary on the answers
provided by HH which thereafter will be explained in the text. More detailed result of the statistical
analysis are given in Annex 3.
Ticked by

Ticked by

What were the perceived effects of reduced tree cover?
Less rain
81
Landslides
Changing rain patterns
72
drying streams
Less firewood
61
Soil erosion
What do you suggest for improving the tree cover?
Replacement policy
97
Sensitize on tree value
Bye-law on planting
79
Avail equipment
More advisory
79
Local seedling raising
How has perceived environmental/climate change affected your households?
Changing rains
180
Streams disappearing
Less crop yields
108
Diff. For development
Less trees
102
Hard to get water
How does your household react to environmental/climate change?
Grow trees
166
Encroach in new land
Ask for boreholes
80
Encroach in wetlands
Plant improved crops
79
Other solutions

55
44
37
77
63
52
94
63
43
69
60
52

Table 3: Answers to tree cover, as well as to environmental and climate change related questions.

Initially it has to be noted that the effect of climate change is being felt within all study locations. In 2011,
Biliafe sub- County for example has not received a single drop of rain up to mid of July, which means
that the first rainy season of the year could not be counted on. When HH were asked about how
environmental change has been affecting their community, 89% answered with ‘changing rain patterns’68,
53% with ‘less crop yields’, 50% with ‘reduction in tree cover’, 46% ‘disappearing of streams’, whereas
31% noted that ‘it has become difficult for development’. This clearly shows that the climatic and
environmental change severely challenges rural HH. The ‘increasing heat’ and ‘it becomes harder to find
water’ were both mentioned by 20% of HH. When looking into how they react to these changes 82%
responded by ‘tree growing’, 38% both ‘requested for boreholes’ and ‘started planting improved crops’,
34% ‘encroached new land’, 30% ‘started growing next to streams’ and around 25% of all HH ‘adopted
other than the provided solutions’.
The status of the tree cover and the environment discovered in the field were found to vary considerably
from location to location and even between neighbouring HH. Of all questioned HH, 35% claimed not
to have any access to trees at all. In contrast to this, the environment in Vurra – being just around 7km
from the worst-off areas in Pajulu, was found to be far more hospitable with most homesteads owning
small woodlots. This proves that there are communities and HH that employ adequate focus on planning
68
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and management of these assets. Reasons for these variations among others are land rights, security
provided for property (e.g. Vurra compared to Pajulu has an effective border post), the coherence of the
community, differing levels of poverty and soil fertility, availability of water, as well as access to seedlings
and knowledge on tree growing. Others deplete their trees and instead of re-planting they start to employ
other coping strategies, which initially means for women to move further distances for firewood.
As discussed above, the process of trees disappearing is often gradual, as many rural HH have access to
firewood on community land – being subject to the ‘tragedy of the commons’ phenomenon. Especially
on the border in Pajulu, which is sparsely populated within DRC, this has caused near total clearing of
trees69. Most of the trees that are cut are indigenous – a practice mentioned by more than 50% of all the
HH. Though, what was interesting to find was that in Vurra most HH purchase firewood and hardly ever
use lower grade fuels. This could be strongly connected to their enthusiasm in respect to operating their
EIC, but it made them less suitable as control group.
Due to insufficient tree access, HH in Pajulu sub-County are regularly forced to go to the bottom of the
energy ladder – i.e. they resort to cooking with roots and agro-residues70. This means that agro-residues
such as cassava/sorghum stalks, bark as well as tree roots suffice as energy source for cooking71. In a
Baseline Survey by the Norwegian financed Farm Income Enhancement and Forest Conservation project
(FIEFOC) it was mentioned that 3.4% of the people used plant residues for cooking, mainly in eastern
Uganda (FSSD, 2007). This seems to be far more prominent in Arua, as around 42% of the respondents
claimed to use agro-wastes ‘when wood gets very scarce’. Around 18% of HH use agro-residues ‘up to
25% of the time’ – reaching up to 42% in specific locations, whereas around 60% of all HH use ‘either
residues or charcoal in emergencies’.

Pictures 3-4: Drying of roots and bark to be used as cooking fuel.

Another result was that when HH are subject to increasing pressure of finding adequate fuels, they often
undergo considerable hardships and dangers and are forced to spend more and more time and/or money.
As most inhabitants of Pajulu cannot afford to purchase a continuous supply of firewood and access to
nearby trees is insufficient or even absent, women regularly undergo the perils and risks of entering the
nearby DRC to satisfy their firewood demand.
Around 15% of HH claimed that ‘children always accompany adults’ for firewood gathering, whereas
43% answered ‘often’ and in 42% of the HH ‘children below 15 years of age are not involved’ in this
activity. When being questioned on the main problems encountered when collecting firewood 72% noted
This is captured in Picture A4-4 in Annex 4.
Including its’ effects on long term carbon storage potential, as roots store up to 20% of the total
biomass of trees (Sales, 2005)
71 Further examples of these low quality fuels can be found in Pictures A4-11 to A4-12 in Annex 4.
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‘injuries’, 61% that ‘it is time consuming’, 45% indicated ‘disturbances from animals and insects’, 21%
that ‘it meant abandoning the home’, 20% noted that ‘it has become more difficult over time’, whereas a
staggering 13% reported they ‘have been assaulted’.

Picture 3-5: A woman and 3 children engaged in firewood collection.

Even in firewood scarce locations many HH continue with wood bases income activities. They very
much depend on the generated incomes, even if the direct financial benefits often turn out to be
negligible which does not even account for the costs of environmental destruction or the price of replanting. An example for this is brick production, which continued even in the most severely depleted
parts of Pajulu. Though, for this case most HH performed this activity to satisfy their own demand and
did not pursue it on a commercial basis.
Surprisingly, the cutting of mature trees for firewood was rather seldom, with 43% answering ‘never’,
followed by 28% ‘in emergencies’, whereas 18% claimed that ‘all their firewood’ derives from cutting
mature trees.
Although many HH plant trees – 85% did so in the last 5 years, most had problems to make them grow
to maturity. The main reasons for this were ‘termites’ (38%), ‘lack of water’ (28%), ‘animal damage’ (24%)
and ‘uncontrolled bush fires’ – mentioned by around 8% of HH. Many of the trees which were brought
to maturity were used for other activities than cooking (e.g. for bricks, tobacco, brews...). Most mature
trees found on ground were planted as hedges for demarcating boundaries, as well as for surrounding
animal kraals. Eucalypt spp.72 is the most commonly planted tree, as the seedlings are easily available, well
known and much cheaper than for alternative species73. Eucalypt spp. has the positive properties of high
energy content, fast growth, coppicing and even deterrence of mosquitoes, though it also has many
disadvantages. These include its immense water uptake, it being prone to termite destruction, as well as its
very bad properties in respect to agro-forestry. Having focussed on planting Eucalypt spp. might have
been one of the main reasons why only a few locations were found practicing agro-forestry style tree
growing and it might have contributed to the observed drying of small streams.
HH claimed that they lacked access to- and information on tree planting and on seedlings of other
species. Those in Vurra were again found to do better, not only in terms of woodlot availability, but also
for species diversity. This might be connected to the fact that many HH had family members working in
Arua Municipality and community members established small-scale nurseries. Another important finding
was that little knowledge is available on germinating seeds from indigenous trees74. When being asked on
spp. is an abbreviation for ‘species pluralis’ (i.e. includes various species of the same type of tree).
This might be connected to the fact that Eucalypt spp. is the main seedling species promoted by the
locally operating tobacco companies.
74 Information and rules on how to make seeds germinate are provided in Annex 7.
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how to improve tree cover HH stated the development of ‘replacement policies’ and ‘bye-laws’ (48% and
39%), more ‘sensitization on tree value’ and ‘general advisory services’ (both with 39%), as well as the
‘availing of equipment’ (31%) and the ‘local raising of seedlings’ (26%) as the most effective measures.
When now looking at the piloting of Step 3 the artisans were engaged in supporting the field work of the
thesis project. They were all especially enthusiastic about participating in this activity and availed
themselves for follow-up of the planting preparations and in respect to nurturing the trees. The initial
evaluation on using the artisan structure to support small-scale HH-level tree growing within the 3-Step
approach was therefore positive. As in some locations the artisans had not visited their stoves regularly,
renewed connections were created between these actors, which in several instances led to agreements on
building new stoves. As 40% of the HH claimed lack of access to seedlings as their major constraint to
tree growing, HH were found to embrace the opportunity eagerly. Many of them voiced specific demands
in terms of their preferred species. Grafted fruit trees were the most popular request, but as the local
market value of such seedlings was around 8 to 10 times higher than of those delivered, this was beyond
the budget of the project. Attributable to their nutritious value, fruit bearing trees were often the only
remaining mature trees. This indicates that trees categorized as food producing receive a higher level of
protection. Though, some of these might also be left standing due to their bad firing properties.
When HH tree growing is performed in a well-planned manner, a diversity of trees with nutritious value
should be included, ideally with focus on complementary harvesting times. This could improve income
diversification, as even 10km away from Arua town women were found to carry these fruits for sale to
the market. In many locations improved awareness creation on the edible tree products of already
matured trees, e.g. in the case for the unused, but nutritious leaves of the omnipresent Moringa oleifera
tree, may improve local diets and could contribute to raising the valuation of these trees. Sensitizing on
tree value was seen as an important protection measure by 38% of HH. This must go along with creating
markets for products, being an effective- and required means for improving local livelihoods. A good
example for this is the endangered Sheanut tree, of which many are found in Arua, but which are being
depleted as the potential income opportunity is not being realised75.
Although literature indicated that agro-forestry projects in Africa did not universally improve on crop
yields (Kerkhoff, 1990) – with variations depending on the tree-crop combinations and on management,
field work indicated that an opposite relation might exist. Planting trees together with crops was found to
be a good strategy for assisting the trees to grow to maturity. This is not only due to the fact that many
trees grow faster when in competition with crops. Also, HH are more likely to protect their crops using
fences or other methods – a practice which also prevents the tree seedlings from being destroyed76.
The tree planting field work posed various challenges. One was the complete absence of rains in specific
locations, which meant that between the initial visit and the delivery of seedlings up to two months had
passed. Another challenge was to access seedlings of diverse species. By the time the indicated two
months had passed a part of the initially chosen seedlings had overgrown, which resulted in the need to
identify two alternative suppliers. As these could not avail four of the eight species, the final round of tree
planting provided four species only. These experiences again point to the need to raise seedlings in
smaller nurseries close to where they are to be planted.
In order to assess the success of the tree growing operation many of the HH were re-visited between two
and three months after the tree planting exercise. The tree count among these HH indicated towards a
survival rate of between 40 and 95%. The mostly observed high survival rate is a good sign in terms of
accurate site-species matching and it also proves that the planting was done at the right time of the year.
The real impacts of this activity, measurable by the long term survival rate, will need to be assessed at a
later point in time. According to findings from local- and regional tree growing activities, HH-level tree
growing in general appears to be very effective - reaching survival rates of up to 90% (Kerkhoff, 1990;
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ADLG, 2008), which even outmatches village woodlots by nearly 50%77. As the planting approach of this
thesis was initially found to be quite effective, achieving even higher average survival rates is likely when
more intense capacity building and frequent follow-up visits are conducted.
Next to presenting the results from evaluating the questionnaire and deliberating on lessons learnt, the
previous sub-Chapters illustrated the more practical impacts of implementing the 3-Step approach.
Whereas these can be termed adaptive measures – having the potential to improve climate resilience, the
remainder of this chapter provides a CO2 mitigation analysis. As will be deliberated, when looking at upscaling the 3-Step approach, its impacts may prove to be considerable, even in respect to reducing CO2
emissions on a global scale. This may also create opportunities for poorer regions to reduce their
emissions – even to the point of becoming CO2 neutral. Hereby, an additional incentive could be the
generation of CO2 certificates, which – as will be illustrated, compared to the currently available cash
flows in rural areas, could represent a considerable improvement.

3.4 Carbon analysis of the 3-Step approach
Much of the above related to discussing aspects of firewood supply and demand side management,
without much mentioning of the aspect of Climate Change mitigation. Climate change impacts were
merely briefly indicated in sub-Chapter 2, where the spider diagram in Figure 7 showed prospective
impacts of the 3-Step approach on the carbon balance. The carbon balance is a very important topic – on
a global scale due to its contribution to the mitigation of climate change, which at a local level could
contribute to stove financing. Further, as there exists an intricate connection between organic carbon
content and soil functions – such as soil fertility, stability, structure and water storage capacity, there is a
strong link between carbon sequestration and soil protection (ECCP, 2005). The local carbon balance
therefore also influences agricultural productivity.
As recent evidence indicates, the climate-change debate needs to focus more on HH energy. In
developing countries, about 730 million tons of biomass are fired every year (WHO, 2007), which
amounts to emissions to the atmosphere of more than 1 billion tons of CO2 (WB, 2011). An estimated
25% of total worldwide black carbon emissions derive from HH cooking (UNDP, 2009). Though,
estimates of global emissions reduction from the improved efficiency of cookstoves are uncertain as the
underlying data is either unavailable or subject to considerable fluctuations (FAO, 2010). When looking at
up-scaling small-scale tree planting using an agro-forestry approach, research estimates an annual global
CO2 saving potential of between 1.1 and 2.2PgC. This is equivalent to between 10 and 15% of global
emissions in 1995 (quoted in Albrecht, 2003). Further, agro-forestry appears to be a very low cost
mitigation measure with a median value of around 13US$/Mg CO278, which might be easily offset by
increased agricultural production and potential incomes from carbon credits (Albrecht, 2003).
To provide an estimate on the achievable emission reductions on HH level if the 3-Step approach was
implemented according to the methodology developed in this work, a mitigation analysis is required. This
is undertaken in the following by initially calculating the impact of the supply and demand side
interventions separately, which are thereafter combined.
As an introduction to this analysis it needs to be noted that no matter how large the combined project
mitigation potential, currently the Clean Development Mechanism and most voluntary carbon market
mechanisms will generally only recognize either the sequestration achieved via tree growing or the
emission reduction from improvements in efficiency. If the 3-Step approach was implementing, various

Early agro-forestry projects in Kenya proved the superiority of this strategy compared to planting in
schools and with communities, which was also confirmed by experiences of the Arua District Forest Office
(Kerkhoff, 1990 and from personal communication with local forestry support staff).
78 The original paper stated C instead of CO , but the context indicated that the author was talking about
2
CO2. If this assumption is inaccurate the above value needs to be divided by 3.6663 resulting in 3.55US$.
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additional benefits can be expected on HH level, which include the fact that combining energy supply and
demand management might reduce the risks associated with implementing the components separately.
Though, getting credits for both aspects under one carbon mitigation project remains impossible under
current regulations.
When approximating the CO2 reduction potential, the average amount of people eating from one kitchen
is a starting point. From questionnaire results this was calculated to be 8.3 persons per homestead.
Multiplying this with an approximate yearly value for firewood consumption of 1m3, or around 700kg of
firewood per person, and presuming that HH achieve similar savings as documented in the lab (i.e. 50%
for the Rocket Lorena), this gives an annual saving of 2,900kg per HH. As this saving potential is quite
high compared to the minimum of 70kg per month measured among EIC owners in a study in Ethiopia,
we assume a median annual saving of 1,870kg79 per HH. As the stove in most cases will only be
complementary to other appliances and 1m3 might be less than 700kg, we therefore further reduce this
saving potential by around 33% to 1,200kg per HH. From a recent review using average values of fuel
carbon contents and applying emission factors from a project in West Africa, we derive that emissions of
1.467 kg CO2/kg dry fuel are realistic (Brocard, 1998), which were found to be a representative average
value for simple cooking devices (Yewich, 2002)80.
Multiplying the achievable firewood savings by the CO2 emissions per kg of wood saved gives an
approximate annual emissions reduction of 1.76t CO2 for every homestead that adopts the EIC
technology well, resulting in 17.6t CO2 over a ten year period.
For the tree growing component these figures look quite different. Due to the varying annual growth- or
NPP of trees, their mitigation potential is characterized by a curve. For many tropical trees a 10 year
harvesting cycles is recommendable, as thereafter the CO2 uptake capacity declines rapidly (Dabas 1996).
As noted by the UNDP an average tree sequesters approximately 12kg of CO2 per year (UNDP, 2010).
This value is a worldwide average, accounting for all ages, species of trees and climatic conditions. For
fast growing trees in tropical climates this value is expected to increase considerably. In the following, two
different approaches are taken for calculating the 10-year CO2 sequestration of growing 20 trees per HH.
A literature quote of agriculture and integrated agro-forestry mosaic in Asia concluded that average values
of carbon stored were found to be 12.5 and 62.5MgC ha-1 (Hairiah, 2001) respectively, whereas a study
performed in Africa concluded on a median value of 95MgC per ha-1 (Albrecht, 2003). Newer studies
note that this might actually be as low as 30MgC per ha-1 for managed shade systems with mangoes (Idol,
2011), whereas a detailed study assessing Tectona Grandis plantations of various ages concluded that the
total above ground biomass of a 10 year old stand with 383 trees stores around 40.7MgC per ha-1
(Derwisch, 2009)81. A United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) rapid assessment report
concluded that smallholder agro-forestry systems in the tropics store between 1.5 and 3.5MgC per ha and
year (Trumper, 2009). The resulting large variations indicate that the particular situations found on
ground differ considerably (e.g. land use management, soil conditions...) and might be attributable to the
specific method and boundaries applied for measuring carbon content (e.g. above ground biomass vs.
total carbon analysis up to 40cm below ground, the use of varying Allometric models). This indicates that
real carbon sequestration values will also vary considerably when implementing Step 3. Taking an
approximate value of 35MgC per ha over 10 years and an average value of 350 trees per ha results in 20
trees achieving a sequestration potential of around 7.3t CO282.

Calculated via (70kg/ month * 12 months + 2,900/HH and year)/ 2 = 1,870 per HH per year.
A summary of various studies testing stove emission factors can be found in Table 5 in Annex 1.
81 Trees growing in more open conditions generally display different branching patterns and are likely to
have more biomass for a given diameter than a similar diameter tree grown in a stand. (Brown, 1997)
82 35MgC = 35tC; 35t * 3.6663 / 350 trees per ha * 20 trees per HH = 7.3t CO for 20 trees in 10 years
2
(3.6663 = 43.9999mol CO2 / 12.0011mol C).
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The other approach means a calculation on a tree by tree basis. The unit of analysis is a 10 year old tree,
which includes an estimation of the carbon stock increases within its immediate surroundings. According
to the World Agroforestry Centre Database, Tectona Grandis reaches a height of 16.5 meters and a stem
diameter of 15cm after ten years (Orwa, 2009). Inserting this data into two different allometric equations
for Tectonia Grandis gives a dry weight of approximately 17kg83 or 20.5kg84. This is approximately half of
the result attained when using a highly regarded, but more general tropical allometric equation, giving
38.9kg85. If we now divide a rough median of 28kg with the average amount of carbon in dry wood (50%)
results in a carbon content of 14kg. If we thereafter multiply this by 3.6663 we receive a CO2
sequestration of 51.3kg CO2 for a 10 year old tree. As soil carbon increments and carbon stored in roots
also need to be factored in, we assume these to be 40% of total carbon content, which literature indicates
as realistic for younger trees. This results in an approximate CO2 uptake over a ten year period of 85.5kg
CO2 for a single tree and 1.71t CO2 for 20 trees.
The herein proposed growing of initially 20 trees per HH might therefore, over a ten year period, result in
an expected mitigation potential of 7.3t CO2 from calculation 1 and of 1.71t CO2 as per calculation 2.
This is a large discrepancy, which is open for further discussion. The real values at a particular point in
time certainly highly depend on the tree species and their age, soil and climatic condition, the applied
agricultural practices, the overall benefits of the trees in retaining soil erosion and on how the harvesting
of the trees takes place86. Further, in order to evaluate the ultimate carbon sequestration by Step 3 one
needs to take a longer time perspective. This highly depends on the adoption of practices to avoid carbon
release in future. Even in cases where wood of the planted trees is used as a fuel and CO2 sequestration is
therefore not so large within the HH boundaries, the availability of firewood could result in the
protection of existing forests and natural landscapes, as well as in the conservation of soil productivity
(Albrecht, 2003).
Although the above calculation included assumptions in respect to some of the variables87, it still gives a
good overview on the achievable climate change mitigation potential of implementing the 3-Step
approach. As it is herein argued that the increased project scope could lead to better adoption rates,
higher fuel savings, and improved KM, the mitigation aspect of the 3-Step approach is likely to be greater
than what results from merely adding its’ supply and demand side effects. It can be assumed that if stoves
are well adopted, stable CO2 savings can be achieved, whereas increments in carbon stocks from tree
growing are expected to be more variable. These larger variations on the supply side are attributable to
the exponential nature of growth curves and due to variations created by harvesting cycles.
The following Figure 9 illustrates how the mitigation curves of the individual components may look like,
including their combined and accumulated trend. It must be highlighted that the combination of these
two project components considerably reduces the risks associated with their separate implementation.
The risks and fluctuations of the EIC component associate to low adoption rates and high ∆Usat, whereas
the risk of the tree growing component relate to a potential destruction of the planted trees and to
leakage. The overall mitigation analysis needs to take the no-project situation as a baseline, which goes
along with identifying what part of the current consumption is unsustainable88. When adding the
approximated values for the savings per stove in ten years and an averaged result for implementing Step
3, we receive a total value for the 3-Step approach of mitigating 22.1t CO2 per HH:
TDW = a * (DBH2)b = 17, (using a as 0.026 and b as 1.407) as has been suggested by (Cabrera, 2002)
TDW = a * DBHb = 20.5, (using a as 0.054 and b as 2.579) as has been suggested by (Siregar, 2011)
85 TDW = 42.69-12.8(DBH)+1.242(DBH2) as suggested in (Brown, 1997)
86 Tree biomass is found to increase exponentially with height and stem diameter. When taking a carbon
sequestration perspective it would therefore be better to promote shade, windbreak protection or other
service functions of agro-forestry trees with fewer but larger individuals (Idol, 2011).
87 It e.g. ignores seedlings that do not mature and possible inaccuracies in actual fuel use and savings.
88 As already indicated this poses considerable challenges, because it is not straight forward to
differentiate firewood for cooking from competing uses, as well as to decide which portion of each
activity is done in an unsustainable manner.
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Figure 10: Illustration of CO2 mitigation per household if 3-Step approach is implemented.

Assuming now a holistic coverage of all the 112,000HH of Arua District and subtracting from this the
approximately 12,000 HH in the urban centre, we receive the overall saving of around 2.21 million tCO2.
If this was compensated with 4US$ per ton of CO2 it results in 8.84 million US$ in 10 years. This is
around 66% of the annual budget of the local administration in the year 2010/1189.
It needs to be noted that the above analysis only includes CO2 emission reductions. It is the only
combustion related greenhouse gas – next to methane, relevant to HH cooking, which is also approved
under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) (Schlag, 2008). Next
to these, biomass fires further create Products of Incomplete Combustion (PIC) – generally being more
powerful greenhouse gases than CO2. Among the Products of PIC are methane, CO and a wide range of
higher hydrocarbons contained in gases and particles – such as the so-called black carbon. Due to their
poor combustion efficiencies traditional biomass stoves may emit more than 10 Per cent of the carbon as
PIC, whereas improved stoves emit mainly carbon dioxide and water vapour. Hence, because PIC on
average have a higher Global Warming Potential (GWP) than CO2, the total impact of introducing
improved stoves might be substantially higher than what results from evaluations based on only
comparing CO2 emissions (Smith, 1991 found in: Bailis, 1994).
Therefore, although some of the overall GWP might be offset by the sustainably used portion of
firewood, the high levels of PIC emitted by traditional stoves still provide strong incentives to introduce
stoves with high combustion efficiencies (Smith, 1991 found in: Bailis, 1994). This is also valid in respect
to improving health, as the emissions of small particles – being a part of the PIC, are found to be the
most damaging.
After presenting the entire thesis work, starting with the introduction - moving via theoretical discussions
and practical implementation to the presentation of results, it is now required to draw conclusions and to
give recommendations. These highlight the most important topics addressed in this work and might
provide valuable input for future EIC dissemination in general, as well as for the envisioned future focus
on the 3-Step approach in particular.
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4 Conclusions and recommendations
The late Nobel Peace Prize Winner Wangari Maathai stated in her last book that the MDG 7 “Achieving Environmental Sustainability”, seems to be often overlooked. According to her opinion all
the other MDG should be organised around it (Maathai, 2009). Unfortunately, all energy related
indicators feature exactly under this MDG 790. Further, although the importance of energy efficiency is
mentioned as a necessity in the course of economic development in general, the importance of energy
efficiency in respect to solid fuel usage is not mentioned as a strategy for poverty reduction and for the
development of the very poor. Instead of this, shifting away from solid fuel use is mentioned as a focus
area. Further, the MDG directly address maintaining a certain proportion of land under forest cover and
protecting biological diversity (MDG, 2007), both being of high relevance for this thesis.
The herein proposed 3-Step approach, as has been vividly demonstrated throughout this thesis, no matter
how trivial it may seem, may act as a stepping stone for many of the envisioned objectives outlined within
each of the eight MDG. Its implementation can be expected to contribute directly to achieving some
indicators (e.g. maintaining forest cover and protecting biodiversity), whereas it might be the best
medium-term alternative for others (e.g. reducing the proportion of the population using solid fuels)91. A
summary of the contributions of improving the cooking process in rural areas in general, as well as the
benefits of the 3-Step approach in particular can be found at the beginning of Chapter 3. Many of the
expected impacts have been captured within the written text of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4
If the 3-Step approach is well implemented – including growing a greater number of trees than piloted
within this work, then a shift towards a holistic sustainable consumption of firewood as cooking fuel
might be achievable. Complementary to this, using the stove, while applying a set of activities herein
termed kitchen management, transforms the work in the kitchen, which promises considerable benefits to
the cook. As one may be provoked to argue, achieving this might reduce the pressure of finding and/or
implementing alternative solutions (i.e. moving away from solid biomass usage) – as cleaner and CO2neutral cooking with firewood does set a high standard and may be easier to up-scale than other
solutions.
The herein performed literature review concluded that several fuel-stove combinations are available
which could represent alternative solutions to the current solid fuel use. As was discussed in Chapter 2,
the diffusion of most of these options poses considerable challenges - especially when the focus is on
remote and poor rural communities. Factors such as ensuring availability and high cost (e.g. LPG,
Kerosene, electricity), their flexibility (e.g. solar cookers) and cultural acceptability (e.g. if cooking differs
considerably compared to traditional practices) paint a bleak picture. As implementing some of these
options requires immense financing, these funds might be better invested in alternative development
efforts, especially in countries with much room for improving basic infrastructure and social services.
When now focusing on the results from the questionnaire, Hypothesis 1, which states that there exists a
correlation between increased stove adoption levels among the 3 target groups, being verifiably greater
than among the control group, could not be confirmed statistically. The practical field activities, as well as
a critical review of the research- and of the answers provided during questionnaire enumeration indicated
that this might be due to several deviations between the assumed characteristics of the target- and control
groups from what was actually found on ground. A critical evaluation of findings in turn helped to draw
several conclusions, some of which were very insightful and even beyond of what was initially intended.
First, there were some indications that, as the stoves were availed at differing points in time, the level of
sustained use could not yet be reliably established. Especially in Biliafe and Vurra where the most recent
implementation was performed, some EIC were less than a year old. Second, it was found that the
Energy use should be proportional to gross domestic product, per capita CO2 emissions should be
limited and the amount of people using solid fuels should be reduced.
91 The contribution of the 3-Step approach in terms of the MDG is summed up in Table 1 in Chapter 3.
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assumed control group in Vurra sub-County did not actually perform as intended. Here, although HH
have access to plenty of firewood on their compounds, most claimed to frequently purchase fuels rather
than using their own resources. Third, many HH within the very firewood scarce Pajulu - due to them
being very poor, often cannot afford to purchase firewood and therefore resort to using agro-residues
and roots. This results in them being able to operate their EIC only in periods when purchased firewood
is available. Nevertheless, those HH among the target groups who claimed that stove use influences their
financial situation were found to have adopted their stoves with more vigour.
Taking these deviations into account, the research in respect to Hypothesis 1 led to the following
conclusions: First, it appeared that the firewood based income generating activities within Biliafe and
Oluko are mainly performed by males, whereas all cooking tasks are purely done by females. Though
much of the wood for the former is purchased, this is not the case for the latter. These income generating
activities therefore appear to have little effect on improving stove adoption. Second, for women in
trading centres who cook food commercially on an EIC or who have other paid jobs, as well as for those
purchasing firewood for producing local brews, the adoption rates were considerably higher. Third, HH
in Pajulu sub-County who move into the DRC in groups to collect firewood – meaning that they undergo
considerable hardships, sell the achieved firewood saving and most therefore use the EIC on a daily basis.
Also, there were some indications that when women build the stoves for other women projects achieve
better impacts. This may be linked to the fact that their husbands have accepted that they approve their
engagement in this activity, a fact that sends a positive message to others. Lastly, in confined village
settings which remain with high social cohesion and whenever the artisans frequently follow-up on the
stoves, the long term impact of the interventions may improve considerable. On the other hand in
another location where several HH claimed to have problems of contacting the artisans, many seemed to
use their stove with less enthusiasm - going along with high levels of abandonment.
Similarly, also the validation of Hypothesis 2 could not be fully achieved. This implied to conclusively
prove that the herein developed 3-Step approach improves the adoption rate and gives benefits that are
measurably larger than if the three Steps were implemented independently. To receive a more definite
answer to this from field activities, more time for each individual HH would have been required –
including frequent re-visits of specific locations. Though, as the validation of Hypothesis 1 led to the
identification of four target groups that were located far from each other, a large geographical area
needed to be covered. As also a statistically significant number of respondents needed to be captured, less
interaction with each specific HH was the accepted trade-off. However, the theoretical deliberations
pointed strongly towards a validation of Hypothesis 2. After pointing out the following critical evaluation
of the limitations of the research, the following paragraphs will present the identified impacts of the 3Step approach on the support structure, on stove adoption and on long term project sustainability.
The absence of sufficient time for capacity building and for making frequent follow-up visits could be a
valid criticism for the herein performed field activities. This holds true for the recommendations provided
for improving KM, the advice given on stove maintenance and repair, the renewed linkages that were
established between beneficiaries and artisans, as well as for the incomplete extension services provided
for the tree growing component. Further improvements could have included devoting more time to
capacity building and follow-up and increasing the number of trees per HH92. Also, improving species
diversification towards nutrition provision – including giving HH the chance to choose what benefits
their trees should bring. These aspects can be easily amended when up-scaling projects based on the 3Step approach, as the approach per-se already aims at a greater connection between artisans and HH.
This includes more intensive capacity building and a greater number of follow-up visits.
Looking at Step 1 at this point it again needs to be stressed that the availability of the artisan structure
over longer periods of time is likely to be one of the most critical aspects for the overall success of EIC
projects. One reason for this is the general deterioration of efficiency among hand-built EIC, meaning
92

The trial planting of 20 trees per HH is rather small and should be seen as an initial starting point.
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that older EIC often have an efficiency that is comparable to the 3-stone fire (Boiling Point, 2005). This
is attributable to material weaknesses, construction techniques, as well as to maintenance practices,
requiring their periodic replacement. Also, as indicated in the results section, the motivation and
availability of artisans might considerably improve stove adoption rates and is especially important for the
implementation of the 3-Step approach. As it was found that stove building provides only meagre
incomes and maintenance of stoves by artisans is generally not being compensated, many artisans were
found to abandon stove work once other opportunities arise and/or after they completed covering the
HH in their proximity.
When looking at generating incentives for artisans, implementing the 3-Step approach could hold the
following opportunity: If an agreement between beneficiaries and artisans could be reached in which the
latter have access to- and receive benefits from the trees they support to plant and protect, such in-kind
contributions could generate long term incomes and may therefore provide sufficient motivation for
them to continue their work. Also, having a wider scope of activities might make their work more
interesting and could improve the overall capacity for tree growing in rural areas. These are additional
benefits of the 3-Step approach that should not be underestimated. Evaluating viable options of how
artisans could receive benefits from Step 3 and confirming if diversifying activities could actually improve
their availability, constitute interesting topics for further research.
A quite conclusive argument contributing to a validation of Hypothesis 2 is that establishing the artisan
structure requires considerable transaction costs. As it is this structure that would implement the 3-Step
approach on ground, their support to the simultaneous implementation of the 3 steps will considerably
reduce overall costs. This result derives from the fact that for the scenario in which the 3 steps are
executed separately, the tree planting component would most likely be performed by a different entity,
which would again require financing the executive structure.
When implementing EIC projects, as demonstrated throughout this thesis, adoption by the beneficiaries
depends on a substantial amount of variables. Finding solutions towards promoting and improving the
adoption rate of the technology depends on a critical combination of these variables. The theoretical
explorations provided several arguments that the 3-Step approach might actually provide such an
appropriate mix. As literature suggests, an objective evaluation and impact assessment of EIC
programmes has to clearly differentiate between the numbers of stoves distributed, the numbers of stoves
accepted (i.e. purchased or agreed to be installed), the portion of the amount distributed that is initially
used and finally the fraction actually in use on a sustained basis.
When deliberating on stove adoption the specific type of EIC – including its’ most vital characteristics
need to be carefully matched to local cooking practices. Especially the Rocket Lorena stove, which in
theory is a good choice, was seldom found to be the only cooking method - meaning that HH appear to
have challenges in strongly adopting this type of EIC. Also, building a Rocket Lorena is not a simple task
– meaning that their construction should be restricted to experienced artisans and be performed only if
certain conditions are met (e.g. no overhanging thatch roof, firing and subsequent air flow correction
performed by an artisan, proper training and follow-up on adequate application of cooking practices).
Further, in locations where HH are frequently forced to move down the energy ladder, the very high ash
content of lower grade fuels quickly clogs the fire box. This seriously influences the ease of handling the
EIC. Thus, in firewood scarce locations stoves were found to be in use only when quality firewood is
attainable. Also, charcoal in general is used mostly whenever firewood availability is low, resulting in
higher resource consumption that firewood use. Therefore, a continuous provision of adequate firewood
and promoting enough firewood storage for the wet season might also be an effective method for
reducing charcoal demand. This calls for supplementing EIC dissemination with simultaneously
promoting small-scale tree growing activities.
When now turning to evaluating Step 2, this encompasses improving the beneficiaries’ capacity in terms
of kitchen management. This includes promoting energy efficiency- and regular stove maintenance, as
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well as reducing exposure to indoor air pollution and aspects of ventilation. Next to behavioural changes
these additionally require physical changes to the kitchen structure.
Almost all KM related activities depend on behavioural change. This indicates the necessity of frequent
interaction and trust between cooks and whoever intends to build their capacity. Adequately applying KM
can be seen as essential for improving the kitchen environment, as well as for reaping the long-term
benefits of owning an EIC. The herein identified portfolio of activities is quite comprehensive and needs
to be translated into training manuals, which should also include information for cooks on how to best
cook traditional meals with their EIC.
In respect to analysing IAP in the absence of the project – meaning the cooking on 3-stone fires, it is
important to assess how often the cook is preparing the food outdoors and how often indoors. Naturally,
frequent outdoor cooking reduces the exposure to harmful fumes. Another vital factor is the frequency
of simultaneously cooking indoors with both the 3-stone fire and the EIC. Even if the stove is equipped
with a chimney, the smoke created by the open fire, combined with the frequent blocking of the
ventilation negatively affects IAP93.
Further, as EIC adoption means reduced firewood demand, there are reasons to believe that the average
firewood might be drier than in the case of the baseline. If this connection exists, or if it is subject to a rebound effect (e.g. if HH reduce their collection frequency and/or storage capacity) would be another
interesting topic for further research. As HH cook indoors during the wet season and use less firewood
with an EIC, this may result in the average firewood being drier as well as in reduced consumption of
charcoal. The overall impact of an EIC may therefore vary between the dry and the wet season94.
Improving the availability of firewood, as is envisioned by combining energy efficiency and tree planting,
reduces the burdens and perils of firewood collection (e.g. injuries, wild animals, assaults...), may improve
nutrition (e.g. in the case of fruit bearing trees and wherever its’ shortage means fewer meals) and may
also lead to a regeneration of ecosystems. Reducing the burden of collection saves time, reduces health
expenditure and may even improve school attendance. Improved nutrition – being a vital direct benefit of
having access to certain tree species, is an improvement that is at the core of the poverty nexus. Taking
this into account it is quite feasible that small-scale tree growing within the boundaries of HH can be an
effective tool for enabling change.
When analysing the activities of Step 3, the large geographic area covered, as has been necessary for
validating hypothesis 1, as well as the delivery of centrally produced seedlings, might not be the most
favourable and cost-effective strategy. This was found to create high transaction costs and to lower the
seedling survival rate. The latter was caused by transport or by seedlings being transplanted to a different
climate than the one they were raised. This conclusion was derived from observations of mortality rates
within the assessed project – during which around 5% of all seedlings died before they were planted. The
problems encountered in terms of sourcing seedlings from central nurseries – which increases
dependence and often makes replacement of non-surviving seedling difficult, are further arguments for
promoting seedling production and/or propagation close to where they are planted. This might be best
achieved by applying a similar approach taken by the Greenbelt Movement in Kenya (Maathai, 2009). The
topic of establishing decentralised nurseries for supplying seedlings needs further deliberation, as it
cannot be assumed that artisans have the capacity to do so. It might even make sense if this is supported
by additional-, more specialised staff.
When the 3-Step approach is implemented in locations with extreme firewood scarcity – all other
variables being equal, the impacts are expected to be more gradual, as there is the need to initially
compensate for suppressed demand. At the point of designing the implementation strategy it needs to be
addressed that firewood scarce locations have specific challenges. This means that ideally the poorest
93
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Examples of this are illustrated in Pictures A4-21 and A4-22 in Annex 4.
A similar finding was made in an assessment of the NISP (Boiling point, 2005).
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areas with the largest firewood shortage initially should not receive stoves. For these, the overall impact
could be improved by initially growing trees and giving advice on KM (Step 2 and 3), which should
thereafter, in a second phase, be complemented by EIC construction (Step 1). This expresses that not for
all HH the 3-Step approach should necessarily be initiated by Step 1. The spacing between the initial
activities and the EIC provision might be as long as it takes for beneficiaries to receive benefits from the
planted trees, or until they improve their firewood situation by other means. Further, already
implemented stove projects can in retrospect be up-graded by additionally implementing steps 2 and 3
with stove owning households, as was performed within this thesis. Especially for the tree planting it will
be of considerable benefit to have an already established relationship between households and artisans.
Many of the above findings were confirmed by research in India and China. As an example, the same
conclusions were drawn that wherever firewood is expensive, as well as where collection and preparation
have high opportunity costs, EIC are adopted more easily (Boiling Point, 2005). Reducing the amount of
firewood consumption during the cooking process is therefore most viable where it brings a direct or
indirect financial benefit. In addition to this, findings in Rwanda and in other countries of sub-Sahara
Africa concluded that scarcity and increasing fuel prices ultimately promote the decision to plant trees
(ESMAP, 2010). If increasing scarcity and therefore high firewood prices both encourage the decision to
plant trees and provide an incentive to use an EIC, then the affected HH should be open to both
interventions simultaneously. After the trees are planted and while they grow to maturity, it could be
ensured that HH fully adopt the efficient technology (Step 2), which, once fully integrated into the HH
cooking process, might then remain on a stable level – even if the firewood situation improves.
When summing up, the set-up of this work made it difficult to verify or dismiss the Hypotheses from
field experiences. Though, as the above elaborations indicated, the 3-Step approach is expected to have
multiple benefits – including income diversification, human health improvements and sustenance of vital
ecosystem services. Findings pointed towards potential increments in adoption rates, achievable
reductions in IAP exposure and emissions, improvements in tree cover and overall environmental health,
which are all positive drivers for climate change adaptation and mitigation. Although the positive effects
of functioning ecosystems and the ability of adapting to climate change have been illustrated, quantifying
their financial impact is a difficult task, being worked on by many scientists around the world. What
should further not be underrated is the positive effect of creating a mental connection between the need
of simultaneously saving firewood and growing trees, as well as the impact this may generate if it was
culturally adopted.
Next to contributing to the protection of the invaluable natural biodiversity, the derived products – i.e.
timber and non-timber tree products, might reduce the pressure of generating cash incomes or may
otherwise free capital for purchases that contribute to development. If it can be achieved to transform all
rural HH in a specific location to become self-sufficient in their wood supply – towards which the 3-Step
approach can be a starting point, then CO2 neutrality is achievable. This in turn will also protect the
global climate regime and may generate additional revenues through carbon credits. As successful stove
projects may keep HH from falling into poverty or more extreme poverty (WB, 2010), a paradigm shift
towards the 3-Step approach constitutes additional improvements to the status-quo, which may even
enable them to escape poverty. By reducing the vulnerability of communities, their opportunities for a
good life are improved. Addressing vulnerability and risk is critical, which has been stressed by their
inclusion in an extended definition of poverty at the beginning of the 21st century (WB, 2000).
In brief the reader should internalize the following six key statements made within this thesis:
1

Cooking with firewood on well-maintained effective improved cookstoves, while applying
adequate kitchen management and planting enough trees for achieving self-sufficiency sets a very
high standard for poor rural communities.

2

If well adopted to local needs and adequately up-scaled, implementing the 3-Step approach is a
holistic strategy which leads to considerable benefits in respect to all MDGs – hence resulting in
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sustainable improvements for rural livelihoods. (What is the best stove for a specific location and
how this is to be constructed need to be carefully evaluated, which must go along with assessing
the best technology – e.g. combustion, gasification…)
3

If well designed, implementing stove projects according to the herein outlined strategy may
considerably reduce the transaction costs compared to implementing the 3 steps independently
and may ensure the continuous availability of the artisan structure. This is likely to considerably
improve the long term impacts.

4

If additional research proves that many ordinary stove projects merely delay tree planting instead
of solving deforestation, then the 3-Step approach can be seen as a requirement for achieving
effective impacts in respect to environmental health.

5

Although all the 3 steps can be implemented independently they are highly interdependent and
were further found to reinforce each other. Already implemented stove projects could be upgraded with steps 2 and 3, which may still result in the herein outlined overall impacts.

6

Applying this approach results in a positive driver for climate change mitigation and adaptation.

These statements must be complemented by the following more general concluding remarks:
For increasing the amount of stove projects integrated into climate financing mechanisms it is vital to
have clear and simple methodologies for estimating the extent of wood which is harvested sustainably.
Further, the current regulations of CO2 mitigation methodologies disapprove registering savings from
both demand- and supply side activities under the same project. It should be envisioned to amend these
regulations, as more holistic projects – such as the 3-Step approach, could bring a multitude of additional
benefits for rural livelihoods and for the environment.
What must not be left out is that there might be the need to develop an alternative term to the often
misleadingly used ‘stove dissemination’, as changing the terminology could per-se provoke an
alteration/improvement to the approach – maybe even towards the herein developed 3-Steps strategy. It
might be feasible to use the word ‘dissemination’ only for pre-fabricated stoves, whereas availing on-site
constructed stoves should be referred to with a different terminology.
To conclude this thesis the following accurately formulated remark from a recent World Bank report
seems appropriate: “The social and economic consequences of reducing the hours women spend
collecting biomass fuels, improving their health, and freeing up their time for more beneficial activities
might well result in raising the living standards of an entire generation of children and households” (WB,
2011). Further, if a vicious cycle between environment degradation and the demand for children would be
universally applicable – as was vaguely hinted at in an older World Bank report (WB, 1996), then
changing the ‘stove dissemination’ paradigm towards the herein assessed 3-Step approach could provide a
holistic and therefore effective strategy to counteract.
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Annexes
Annex 1 – Various tables supporting the understanding of
the main text

Figure 11: Rain patterns observed over the past 10 years in Arua (Courtesy of David Sharland,
prepared for the Meteorology Office in Arua).

The rows show the main performance measures that apply to stove programmes, including whether
special populations or locations need to be targeted and whether fuel use is a direct consideration. The
columns indicate the main overall goals pursued by stove programmes around the world. (bold = most
important measures; italic text = secondary /complementary measures). All programmes, however,
generally benefit from higher initial acceptance and sustained use of EIC.

Table 4: Performance measures for different types of biomass cookstove programmes (Ruiz, 2011).
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Table 5: Emission factors for fuel combustion in simple cookstoves (grams/kg dry matter), (Yevich, 2003).

Table 6: Matrix of conditions favourable and unfavourable for adoption of Improved Cookstoves and
recommended programme strategies. Found in (Barnes, 1994) original: (Smith, 1989).
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Table 7: Reasons for success or failure of stove programmes (Barnes et al., 1994).
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Annex 2 – Household questionnaire used during primary
information gathering
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75
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Annex 3 - Results from the statistical evaluation of the
questionnaire
UGx

Firewood

Charcoal

Charcoal & Firewood

<= 5,000

81

38.8%

105

50.2%

5,001-10,000

44

21.1%

49

23.4%

10,001-15,000

24

11.5%

21

15,001 +

51

24.4%

Missing

9

4.3%

94

45.2%

10%

46

22.1%

21

10%

68

32.6%

13

6.2%

1

0.5%

Table 8: Monthly expenditure on woodfuels

Number

Per cent

% of cases

Saves fuel

193

25.2%

93.7%

Saves time

157

20.5%

76.2%

Saves money

74

9.6%

35.9%

Removes smoke

64

8.3%

31.1%

Less attention

58

7.6%

28.2%

Clean/easy

46

6.0%

22.3%

Modernizes kitchen

45

5.9%

21.8%

Remains hot over night

44

5.7%

21.4%

Number

Per cent

% of cases

Inflexible for pot size

79

18.7%

42.5%

Hard to carry

57

13.5%

30.6%

Smokes when ignited

48

11.3%

25.8%

Difficult to light

41

9.7%

22.0%

Takes up much space

33

7.8%

17.7%

Chimney problems

21

5.0%

11.3%

Always 1 or 2 pot

20

4.7%

10.8%

Cooking is different

20

4.7%

10.8%

Table 9: Reasons given for enjoying to cook with EIC.

Table 10 Ranked main problems encountered with EIC
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Number

Per cent

% of cases

It was well promoted

114

19.7%

58.2%

It is cheap

97

16.8%

49.5%

Saw it with friends

93

16.1%

47.4%

It looks nice

50

8.6%

25.5%

To save on fuel collection

48

8.3%

24.5%

Many advantages

47

8.1%

24.0%

Fuel is expensive

45

7.8%

23.0%

HH modernisation

39

6.7%

19.9%

Number

Per cent

% of cases

Less maintenance

90

21.7%

45.7%

Get 2nd EIC

88

21.3%

44.7%

Flexible on pot size

77

18.6%

39.1%

Flexible on fuel type

46

11.1%

23.4%

More cooking information

42

10.1%

21.3%

Flexible on food cooked

36

8.7%

18.3%

Number

Per cent

% of cases

Simple

90

17.1%

48.9%

Flexible for fuel size

89

17.0%

48.4%

Flexible for pot size

82

15.6%

44.6%

Tradition

75

14.3%

40.8%

Cheap

73

13.9%

39.7%

Best

40

7.6%

21.7%

Flexible for location

39

7.4%

21.2%

Ignites easily

29

5.5%

15.8%

Table 11: Reasons for initial purchase of EIC

Table 12: Reasons given for HH to use EIC exclusively

Table 13: Reasons given for liking to cook on a 3-stone fire
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Number

Per cent

% of cases

Inflexible for pot size

79

18.7%

42.5%

Hard to carry

57

13.5%

30.6%

Smokes when ignited

48

11.3%

25.8%

Difficult to light

41

9.7%

22.0%

Takes up much space

33

7.8%

17.7%

Chimney problems

21

5.0%

11.3%

Always 1 or 2 pot

20

4.7%

10.8%

Cooking is different

20

4.7%

10.8%

Table 14: Main problems encountered with EIC

Table 15: Amount of times per day stove is started
for water boiling
50

40.0
33.5

35.0

40
35
Percentage

Percentages

30.0
25.0
20.0

43.2

45

31.8

16.8
14.0

15.0

30

27.2

29.6

25
20
15

10.0
3.9

5.0

10
5

0.0
never

once

Twice

Thrice

0

Many

<1

Number of times

1-2
Time taken to cook

Table 16: Average daily cooking time

Number

Per cent

% of cases

Injuries

136

31.1%

72.3%

It takes a long time

116

26.5%

61.7%

Animals and insects

85

19.4%

45.2%

Abandoning home

39

8.9%

20.7%

Gets more and more difficult

37

8.4%

19.7%

Assaults

25

5.7%

13.3%

Table 17: Major problems encountered with firewood collection
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2-3

Number

Per cent

% of cases

In emergencies

121

6.7%

7.0%

< 50%

21

58.2%

60.5%

When it rains

20

6.7%

7.0%

< 25%

14

10.1%

10.5%

Never

14

4.8%

5.0%

> 50%

10

9.6%

10.0%

Table 18: Proportion of times that charcoal/agro-wastes are used for cooking

Number

Per cent

% of cases

Less rain

81

15.9%

41.1%

Changing rain patterns

72

14.1%

36.5%

Less firewood

61

11.9%

31.0%

Landslides

55

10.8%

27.9%

Drying streams

44

8.6%

22.3%

Soil erosion

37

7.2%

18.8%

Less water

34

6.7%

17.3%

Reduced water quality

31

6.1%

15.7%

Less shade

29

5.7%

14.7%

More flooding

22

4.3%

11.2%

Number

Per cent

% of cases

Replacement policy

97

18.7%

48.3%

Bye-law on planting

79

15.3%

39.3%

More advisory

79

15.3%

39.3%

Sensitize on tree value

77

14.9%

38.3%

Avail equipment

63

12.2%

31.3%

Local seedling raising

52

10.0%

25.9%

More funding

49

9.5%

24.4%

Reduce bush burning

22

4.2%

10.9%

Table 19: Perceived effects of reduced tree cover

Table 20: Suggestions made for improving the tree cover
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Number

Per cent

% of cases

Changing rains

180

26.7%

88.7%

Less crop yields

108

16.0%

53.2%

Less trees

102

15.1%

50.2%

Streams disappearing

94

13.9%

46.3%

Difficult for development

63

9.3%

31.0%

Hard to get water

43

6.4%

21.2%

More heat

42

6.2%

20.7%

More time for fuel collecting

18

2.7%

8.9%

Less money available

10

1.5%

4.9%

Bad for children

8

1.2%

3.9%

More drought

4

0.6%

2.0%

More people move away

2

0.3%

1.0%

Table 21: The effects of environmental/climate change on households

Number

Per cent

% of cases

Grow trees

166

28.9%

81.8%

Ask for boreholes

80

13.9%

39.4%

Plant improved crops

79

13.8%

38.9%

Encroach in new land

69

12.0%

34.0%

Encroach in wetlands

60

10.5%

29.6%

Other solutions

52

9.1%

25.6%

Collect rain water

38

6.6%

18.7%

Expand crop area

14

2.4%

6.9%

Suffer

8

1.4%

3.9%

Cut more trees

2

0.3%

1.0%

Do not know

2

0.30%

1.0%

Request for help

2

0.3%

1.0%

Keep more animals

2

0.3%

1.0%

Table 22: The reactions to environmental/climate change by households
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Annex 4 – Additional pictorial documentation

Picture A4-1: Enumerator training.

Picture A4-2: Solar cooker in Vurra institution.

Picture A4-3: Rural road during field work.

Picture A4-4: Degraded border region to DRC.

Picture A4-5: Collecting seedlings from the
cenral nursery.

Picture A4-6: Dissemination of seedlings after
tree planting demonstrations in Pajulu.
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Picture A4-7: Distribution of 20 seedlings
for each Households in Biliafe.

Picture A4-8: Tree planting demonstration.

Picture A4-9: Adequate seedling protection.

Picture A4-10: Adequate seedling protection.

Picture A4-11: Drying of roots as cooking fuels. Picture A4-12: Stacking/drying of cassava
residues as cooking fuel.
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Picture A4-13: An old woman harvesting roots
using an axe.

Picture A4-14: Wrong tool use when harvesting (reduces coppicing potential).

Picture A4-15: Plastic inserted into kitchen
Picture A4-16: Collapsed kitchen attributed to
walls preventing most termites from crossing termite damage.
to the upper parts of the building.

Picture A4-17: Termite hill created at the
outer wall of a kitchen.

Picture A4-18: Old man crouching in front of
his termite damaged and thereafter dismanteled Rocket Lorena stove.
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Picture A4-19: Low ventilation holes stir-up air Picture A4-20: Heavy smoke created during
and result in very poor air quality (they also
ignition of an EIC.
enable rats/mice to enter into the kitchen).

Picture A4-21: Ventilation blocked with stones Picture A4-22: Preparing local brews on a
in order to protect the open flame of the
3-stone fire next to a Shielded stove with
3-stone fire.
blocked ventilation to protect the flames.

Picture A4-23: Children playing with an open
fire – obviously a very fun thing to do.

Picture A4-24: Children cooking with a clay
pot on a well maintained Shielded stove.
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Picture A4-25: Completely broken apart
Shielded stove – tied with metal wire, but
with no dobt being still in use.

Picture A4-27: A typical cooking arragement
found in many kitchens – different types of
stoves and pots used at the same time.

Picture A4-29: Tobacco grown in a field just
before harvest.

Picture A4-26: the challenge of adequately
connecting the chimney of a Rocket Lorena
to the kitchen wall.

Picture A4-28: A woman cooking on her 3stone fire using twigs and a very small pot.

Picture A4-30: Tobacco prepared in bundles
for drying in tobacco barn.
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Picture A4-31: Tobacco barn with firewood
sufficient for one curing cycle.

Picture A4-32: Tobacco stacked in barn.

Picture A4-33: Bricks drying before firing.

Picture A4-34: Environmental damage related
to brick production.

Picture A4-35: Brick kiln being fired.

Picture A4-36: Heap of burnt bricks after
removing the soil cover.
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Annex 5 - Screen shots indicating assessed households95

Picture A5-1: Google screen Shot 1 - locations of Households in Pajulu sub-County. (Location 1)

Picture A5-2: Google screen Shot 2 - locations of Households in Oluko sub-County. (Location 2)

95

These are also attainable in the Internet via the following link: http://g.co/maps/qcmgn
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Picture A5-3: Google screen Shot 3 - locations of Households in Biliafe sub-County96. (Location 3)

Picture A5-4: Google screen Shot 4 - locations of Households in Vurra sub-County. (Location 4)

The scale of this picture differs from the two above, which was necessary due to the larger distance
between the assessed HH.
96
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Acacia albida

*

Acacia polyacantha

*

*

Acacia tortilis

*

Albizia lebbeck
Azadriachta indica
(Neem)

**

Thorns prevent goat damage. Fruit can be used to
make jam.
Loses its leaves during rains – fertiliser. Leaves give
shade in dry season. Perfect for agro-forestry.

Notes

*

Medicinal

Fence

Aberia caffra (Kei Apple)

Re-grows
after cutting

Animal feed

Timber

Building

Species planted
during thesis work

Firewood

Marked in Red:

Good for soil

Annex 6 – Trees adapted to East African settings

**

**

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Restores eroded soil. Ornamental tree.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Good for bees. Wood good for making furniture.

*

**

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

**

Calliandra calotrysus

*

*

*

*

Cassia siamea

*

*

*

*

**

Casuarina equisetifolia

*

*

**

Ceiba pentandra. (Kapok)

*

Caesaphinia spinosa

Chlorophora excelsa

*
*

**

Croton megalocarpus

*

*

*

Cypressus spp.

*

*

**

Eucalyptus (Karatusi)

*

*

*

*

*

It protects land from termites.
Grows fast, good timber, attractive tree, Nitrogen fixing.
Useful seed covering fibres for cushions…

*

Good shade tree. Good by roads, as avenue.

*

*

*

*
*

Gliricidia sepium

Flowers for honey, Medicine, Termite resistant timber.
Leaves protect food.
Thorny bush used for fencing. Yellow flowers.

*

*
*

**

Good wood to carve. Tool handles.

Very good for poor soil. Provides good fodder.

**

**

Ficus natelensis

*

Large, spreading tree, good for shade. Grows from
seed.
Windbreak. Susceptible to fire.

**

Roots spoil soil. Bad for planting near crops or water
sources.

**

*

*

*

Good as a firebreak. Nitrogen fixing.

*

Good shade for coffee and other crops. It has very
good timber for carpentry.

*

Spreading shade, beautiful scented flowers. Good by
Churches, schools, clinics…

*

Good tree to plant with crops.

*

Grows easily from cuttings. Good for goats.

Grevillia robusta (Chêne
Argentin)

*

Jacaranda mimosifolia

*

Leuceana diversifolia

*

*

*

**

**

**

Leuceana leucephala

*

*

*

**

**

*

It re-grows fast when cut.

Leuceana pulverulenta

*

*

*

**

**

*

Larger tree than other Leuceanae.It is Psillid resistant.

**

Mahogany (kire)

*

Markhamia hildebrandtii

*

*

*

*

Markhamia platycalyx

*

*

*

*

Melia volkensii

*

*

Moringa oleifera

**

**

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

**

Sesbania sesban

*

*

**

Tamarindus indica

*

*

*

*

*

*

Can be planted with field crops. Tobacco planters like
the firewood.

**

Sesbania bispinosa

*

*

*

*

Tectona grandis. Teak

*

Good for bees. Windbreak. Ornamental, Long seed
pods.

*

Prosopis juliflora

The timber is very good for carpentry. Replant young
trees in form of shoots.

*

Flowers good – ideal for honey production.

**

Leaves are a very tasty vegetable.
Good for bees.
Used to regenerate eroded land. Good for contours.
It grows fast and holds soil well. Good for slopes.

*
*

**

Fruit is edible and sweet. Good wood to carve.
Not eaten by termites as it has bitter roots and timber.
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Botanical/local names, uses and planting guide for locally adapted tree species
Swahili

(Sw)

Acacia albida:

English

(Eng)

Kakwa / Bari

(Ka)

Lugbara

(Lu)

Acacia thorn (Eng), Bhukuli (Ka) Origine: Africa

Uses:
Good to plant near to crops. It drops its leaves at the time of rain and the leaves stay on
the tree in the dry season, during which it does not compete with crops for water. It is good for firewood
and charcoal. The leaves are good for the soil as fertiliser. The seeds and leaves are good for goats. This
tree has found much praise by the ICRAF institute in Kenya as it has many favourable characteristics as
agro-forestry tree.
Planting:
The seeds germinate well even after long storage. Soak seeds in cold water for 24 hours
before planting.

Albizia lebbeck: Mkungu (Sw)
Uses:
Medicine, Firewood and wood for building materials. It is good for the soil. It grows to
be a large tree and is good for the farm, but plant it far apart from each other.
Planting:

Seed germinates well. It is possible to plant sections of the roots as cuttings.

Azadirachta indica: Neem (Eng), Mwarubaini (Sw)

Origin: India, Burma

Uses:
Firewood. Timber. It is not eaten by termites. It flowers well and bees are attracted. It
is a good tree for building. Good fence posts. Oil from the seed can be used as kerosene. If the seed is
ground to a powder, it can be used as a balanced fertiliser (NPK). The leaves are good for the soil and
also kill bad insects in the soil. Leaves can be made into tea as a medicine for malaria. It is a good tree to
plant near the home. The smell keeps mosquitoes away.
Planting:

Plant only NEW seed, as storing inhibits germination potential.

Calliandra colothyrsus:

Origin: America

Uses:
Firewood. It is very good for the soil and so can be planted with other crops on a farm.
It sprouts and grows well if cut down for coppicing. Bees like the flowers for making honey.
Planting:

Seed germinates well, especially if soaked in water overnight before planting.

Cassia siamea: Sambia (Ka), Sambia (Lu)

Origin: South Asia

Uses:
Large trees can be used for timber. Poles are good for building as they are insect
resistant. It can be used for firewood but is rather smoky. It makes a good living fence and can be used
as a wind break. It coppices well. It is termite resistant and even protects nearby crops or houses.
Planting:

The seed germinates well even after a year. It can also be grown from cuttings.

Casuarina equisetifolia: Whistling Pine (Eng), Wio-wio (Lu/Ka) Origin: Asia
Uses:
It forms a good windbreak and can be planted on the farm, as its roots enrich the soil. It
grows fast. It grows well even on very poor soil (it can tolerate high salt levels, as on land that has grown
tobacco). It gives good timber. As firewood, it burns well, but makes smoke.
Planting:
The very small seed germinates well so it is easy to grow in the nursery and transplant to
bags before planting in the field.
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Ceiba pentandra: Kapok, Cottonwool tree (Eng), Msufi (Sw), Origin: Central America.
Uses:
The main benefit of this tree is the fibrous covering of the seeds, called Kapok used for
stuffing pillows, mattresses and cushions, and is also good for insulation for Hay Baskets. The tree can
also be used for timber and firewood and the leaves for animal fodder. It can be a useful boundary
marker and windbreak.
Planting:
The fresh seed of Kapok grow easily and should be planted in pots or polythene bags in
dry season, so they are ready to plant in the rains. The tree is vulnerable to goat and insect damage when
young. Kapok is a large tree, when mature – requiring a spacing of 10 metres.

Chlorophora excels: Mamvule (Sw), N’dapute (Ka)

Origin: Africa

Uses:
Good timber. It is a native to Central Africa. It is easy to work but is strong and lasts a
long time. The tree grows fast and is an attractive shade tree. If it is cut it will also re-grow fast.
Planting:
The seed is very small. The seed should be planted within one month. Plant the seed
where the tree is to grow (not in a nursery).

Cypressus spp.: Cypress (Eng)
Uses:
Good timber for furniture or building. Forms a good living fence or hedge and if left to
grow tall it forms a good wind break.
Planting:
Do not plant them in the field as it spoils the soil. It grows well from seed and should be
planted in the nursery before transplanting. It is vulnerable to termite damage.

Eucalyptus grandis: Gum Tree (Eng), Kalatusi (Sw), Origin: Australia
Uses:
Can be used for timber, as long as planks are cut narrow (wider planks are liable to split
or twist. It can be used for building, but is vulnerable to termite damage. As firewood it is rather smoky.
Leaves can be used as a medicine for colds. It can be planted on hilly or eroded sites, where it will not
spoil productive land.
Planting:
This tree is damaging to the soil as it acidifies the ground and takes up a lot of water.
The seed germinates easily and can be planted either directly where you want it to grow or in bags.

Ficus natalensis:

Wild Fig (Eng), Laruki (Ka), Origin: Africa

Uses:
It can be grown for firewood, as a living fence or as food for animals. It gives good
shade. The bark of this tree is used to make bark cloth, commonly worn in Uganda, Sudan and Congo in
the past. It is a good tree to plant in the fields, though its’ thick foliage gives a lot of shade. The leaves
remain green all year round so is favoured by animals as a dry season food.
Planting:
Branches can be cut and planted as cuttings in the wet season. If larger branches are
planted to make a fence, they too will grow and are termite resistant.

Gliricidia sepium:

Origin: Central America

Uses:
It is a useful tree because it can be used to stop fire from spreading. A line across a
hillside or bordering your land can stop the spread of fire. It can be laid as a hedge or living fence, and is
good for the soil because it adds nitrogen through its root nodules. The leaves are poisonous to donkeys
but can be eaten by other animals. If cut for firewood, it will re-grow easily. It is termite resistant.
Planting:

Can be grown by either seed or small cuttings, planted like cassava. It grows easily.

Grevillia robusta: Australian Oak (Eng). Origin: Australia
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Uses:
It has an attractive, strong timber that can take a lot of stress. It is favoured for building
bridges and looks nice as furniture. The tree is favoured for shade for coffee and is also a good wind
break. It is vulnerable to termite damage, particularly when small. It is a good idea to plant Cassia siamea
with Grevillia to repel termites.
Planting:

Plant the seed within 3 months. It will germinate between one and six weeks.

Jacaranda mimosifolia: Jacaranda (Eng). Origin:

Central America

Uses:
It is a good shade tree. It has beautiful purple or yellow Flowers. It acts as a wind break
and branches can be used as firewood. Bees like the flowers for producing honey. It should not be
planted near your fields.
Planting:

It grows well from its large seeds.

Leuceana Leucocephala:

Lusina (Sw), Aranga (Ka) Origin:

Central America

Uses:
The leaves are high in protein so are a good fodder for animals (you should not exceed
25% of the daily feed though). It is very good for the soil as it has nitrogen-fixing nodes on the roots, so
can be planted in the farm to improve soil. Cut branches can be used a firewood. Trees can be grown
large for fencing or shade. It grows fast and can be used to reclaim barren land. LL is very vulnerable to
a tiny insect called psillid, which can eventually kill the tree. Some sub-species are resistant.
Planting:
Seed needs special treatment before planting. Put the seed in a cup and pour in
BOILING water and leave overnight. Plant it while still wet the following day. This helps water enter
the seed through the waxy outer coat and the seed grows fast. If you plant the seed directly, only 1 in 10
seeds will grow.

Khaya senegalensis (K. grandifolia): Mahogany (Eng), Kire (Ka), Mario (Lu), Origin: Africa
Uses:
Timber. Mahogany is a very important tree in this part of Africa and is usually thought
of as a wild tree. It is important to plant young Mahogany trees for future generations as the wild trees
will soon be finished.
Planting:
Seeds can be collected from under mature trees and planted in the nursery. Seedlings can
be collected from wild sites and transplanted to plantations.

Markhamia platycalyx: Sambia, Yokobule (Ka) Origin:

Africa

Uses:
It gives good timber. Poles can be used as building materials. It has attractive flowers,
which are favoured by bees. When cut it will grow well again. The Alur tribe uses this tree to make
musical instruments (xylophone).
Planting:

The seed can only be planted when fresh. If stored the seeds often do not germinate.

Melia volkensii: Indian Lilac (Eng), Lira (Ka, Lu, Al). Origin:

India

Uses:
It has nice flowers that have a good smell that keeps mosquitoes away. The flowers are
very good for bees. Branches can be used for firewood. Larger trees can be used for carving. The leaves
can be dried and used when storing food or clothes to keep insects away.
Planting:

Produces abundant seeds. If planted while fresh, they germinate well.

Moringa oleifera: Benz Olive, Horseradish Tree (Eng). Origin:

India

Uses:
This is a very important tree and should be grown widely. The leaves are a very good
vegetable, being high in iron. The leaves can be harvested all year round. Leave one tree to grow large to
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produce seeds, but cut others at chest height to produce many branches with leaves that can be reached
easily for harvests. The seeds can be used to purify dirty water.
Planting:

The tree produces many seeds which germinate well when planted.

Sesbania sesban: Kilikili (Ka, Lu)

Origin: Africa

Uses:
It can be cut as food for animals. Its roots are nitrogen fixing so it is good for the soil
and can be planted in the fields. It can be planted as shade for coffee. It grows very fast. It has many fine
roots so it can be planted in areas of poor soil or soil erosion. It can be cut as firewood after just one
year. New trees need to be planted (it will not re-sprout).
Planting:
The seed keeps for a long time. It germinates well from seed. Plant the seed where you
want the tree to grow – not in the nursery.

Sesbania bispinosa:

Origin: India

Uses:
It is similar to the above but grows taller and tends to die after 18 months or 2 years. It
can be burnt as firewood and new seed planted. If planted on poor soil it will enrich the soil.
Planting:

Easy to grow from seed.

Tamarindus indica: Tamarind (Eng), Mkwaju (Sw)

Origin: India

Uses:
It grows slowly and is usually left when it grows wild. The wood is heavy and strong. It
will grow well on very poor soil. It can be cut to make good charcoal. The main value of this tree is its
fruit which is very sweet and high in vitamin C. It is sometimes mixed with porridge.
Planting:
Carefully cut the covering off the seed before planting, to allow water to enter the seed.
It should be in the nursery for 12 weeks. The seed can be kept for up to 2 years.

Tectona grandis: Teak (Eng), Tika (Ka, Lu)

Origin: Burma, India

Uses:
Timber. It makes very nice furniture. It can be used for making building poles and is
strong and termite resistant. It is a very good tree to plant in a plantation, as a windbreak or along paths.
Planting:
The seed of teak should be planted in the nursery but without covering it with soil.
Leave it exposed on the surface of the soil but keep it damp. It takes a long time to germinate. You can
also plant sections of root cut from mature trees. Dig out a long root with a hoe and cut it into sections
the length of your hand and plant these just below the surface, similar to planting cassava.

Table 23: Tree species adapted to East Africa – how to plant them and their uses. (Adapted from a tree
planting guide by David Sharland - supplemented by information from the WorldAgroforestrydatabase.)
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